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Abstract

This thesis deals with the term ‘context’ and the aim has been
to reason about the term in order to see whether it is possible
to reach a satisfactory understanding of the concept. But the
thesis is also a journey into human reasoning and conveys a cer-
tain view of human cognition. It aims to synthesise results of
studies within psychology, cognitive science, anthropology, and
human-computer interaction. My understanding is that context
is not something we are a part of, but rather something we create
mentally in relation a specific goal. Determination of something
ambiguous thus comes from top-down processes related to a goal.
I believe context has been wrongly interpreted in HCI as that
which a user is situated in and which a product is being used
in. I suggest instead a separation between the user environment
and the user context.
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The word ‘context’ originates in the Latin verb ‘contextere’
which means ‘to weave’
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Prologue

“How can we confront the blooming, buzzing
confusion that is ‘context’ and still produce
generalizable research results?”

Nardi (1995, p. 70)

This thesis deals with the term ‘context’ and the aim has been to reason
about the term in order to see whether it is possible to reach a satisfactory
understanding of the concept. But the thesis is also a journey into human
reasoning and conveys a certain view of human cognition. It aims to syn-
thesise results of studies within psychology, cognitive science, anthropology,
and human-computer interaction along with philosophical views underpin-
ning human reasoning as well as ontological and epistemological foundations.
My experience with other, similar works within information technology is
that they usually either focus on users or developers and thus creates an
illusion that there would be an underlying di↵erence between user and devel-
oper cognition. The aim here, is to marry these two views in the sense that
what is true for a user’s cognition is also true for a developer. In early years
of human development, many neural connections are created and throughout
life many of these connections are lost and others are strengthened which
means that individually we formulate somewhat di↵erent brains by special-
ising in the environments in which we individually thrive. However, the
mechanisms by which this happens is no di↵erent from whether you are a
developer of systems or a user of the same systems. Any biases you as an
experimental researcher or system developer discover in users will also be
true for yourself and I believe this to be important to understand in order
to bridge the epistemological gap between developers and users. I urge you
as a reader to have this in mind when reading the present thesis.

Anton Axelsson
Uppsala, 2016
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Chapter 1

Disclaimer

“With an undefined notion of context, as with an
indefinite future, anything is possible.”

Clark (1996, p. 92)

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to provide a theoretical frame-
work from which this thesis can be interpreted and to give my epistemolog-
ical and ontological view. In academia, we tend to aim at finding ‘truths’
which are, unfortunately, rarely of any help when faced with real-life prob-
lems. This can be handled by creating nicely trimmed models and definitions
which can be considered pragmatic tools with the e↵ect of compromising
‘the truth’. To me, within science and theoretical analysis, we need consider
Socrates’ motto that the only thing one can truly know is that one knows
nothing. This, I interpret, as that there is always a more correct answer out
there and we can never truly know if we have reached ‘the truth’, however,
there are answers that are more or less useful. This is the foundation of
the pragmatic theory of truth (e.g., Peirce, 1905) which I hold very dearly.
With this disclaimer I emphasise that what is described in this thesis is a
simplification of reality with the goal of enhancing designers’ understanding,
who do not work theoretically, of human cognition with the honest footnote
that it is purposely simplified to o↵er a pragmatic value in daily work of
interaction designers.

One example which most target readers should be familiar with where
compromise has been employed is the ISO 9241-11 definition of usability:

Extent to which a product can be used by specified users to
achieve specified goals with e↵ectiveness, e�ciency and satisfac-
tion in a specified context of use. (ISO, 1998, p. 2)

1



2 Chapter 1. Disclaimer

This definition was developed with the purpose of being used when evalu-
ating developed products (Bevan & Macleod, 1994). The definition has been
heavily criticised for being out-of-touch and not capturing the complexity
that is reality. Personally I find it useful as a model which enlightens im-
portant, though not all-embracing, aspects to consider in evaluation of a
product.1 The definition is easy to grasp and apply since we as designers
understand the concept of a user, a goal, and what e↵ectiveness, e�ciency,
and satisfaction is. The definition does however contain an elusive term
which meaning escapes most of us: ‘context’. I would like to throw light on
this term and try to make it more graspable. This I intend to do by exposing
the complexity in launching systems in the wild and anchoring my view of
context in research of situated action. This thesis also contains three papers
from my own research. These are very disparate and are included to throw
light on ‘context’ from di↵erent perspectives.

Purpose

The aim with this particular thesis is to try and gain understanding of the
term; to build a more theoretical base for what context could be considered
to be. There are many uses of the term and it seems to be something, but
I have doubt we really understand what it is, and we are thus not able to
make proper use of it as a term. We have to empirically test our tools in
order to reveal whether they are of any use to us or not. The term context
is frequently used and now we need to start evaluating whether it is a usable
concept or not. If it turns out not to be, we have learnt something valuable,
but if we can make use of it we have gained something extraordinary: a
tool, i.e., the embodiment of a theory of how an entity can be used to reach
certain goals. This thesis concerns an empirical and theoretical endeavour
into showing the value of the term context as an analytical tool in Human-
Computer Interaction (henceforth, HCI).

Underpinnings

In this endeavour, I will argue for that context is not so much something
which we are in but rather something we formulate when trying to act in the
world. Context seems to be something which a problem-solver formulates;
a sort of mental representation or mental environment in which solutions
can be allowed to emerge and outcomes can be simulated and theorised.

1I also find it useful when thinking about design although I am perfectly aware that it
was not created for that specific purpose.



Underpinnings 3

To grasp this view it is necessary to consider the distinction between re-
ality and our perception of reality which has epistemological implications.
Throughout history of science and philosophy, there has been a constant
battle between mind and matter. In metaphysics there has been the idealist
versus the materialist, in philosophy of mind there has been the dualist ver-
sus the monist, in philosophy of science there has been the rationalist versus
the empiricist, in philosophy of truth there has been the coherence theorist
versus the correspondence theorist, in psychology there has been the struc-
turalist versus the behaviourist, and, in cognitive science there has been
the cognitivist versus the connectionist. However, between these extremes
there has in the end always emerged a synthesis of mind and matter: func-
tionalism, pragmatism, ecological psychology, and now gaining popularity in
cognitive science: Situated Cognition. What these synthesised perspectives
tell us is that we need both; mind and matter, organism and environment,
correspondence (with nature) and coherence (in nature).

Fundamental to my view of knowledge is the dichotomous separation
between knowing and understanding. There are other ways of naming the
parts of this dichotomy, in memory research it is often phrased as implicit
(know-how, procedural, or tacit) and explicit (know-that or declarative)
knowledge. Implicit knowledge is that which we can perform practically
such as driving a car, juggling, or eating thus usually coupled with motor
and procedural memory. This is a form of tacit knowledge that is not easily
verbalised. Explicit knowledge on the other hand is more related to our
semantic knowledge of facts, hypotheses, and theories and is that which we
can talk about2.

This is, for me, a dualist view based in the separation of acting in an
environment (reality or body) and experiencing reality (mentality or mind).
Knowing is something very situated and dependent on environmental fac-
tors. Our bodies are well equipped at automating motor actions in relation
to incoming perceptual stimuli (i.e., perception-action cycle or sensorimo-
tor abilities). To me, this view makes it clear what the di↵erence between
morals and ethics are, morals is what we practice and we have a ‘gut-feeling’
of what is right and wrong when we are in specific situations, whilst ethics is
the theoretical understanding of what we should do in general. Thus know-
ing is very practical and tangible and understanding is very theoretical and
an abstraction of knowledge where specific, situational factors are kept at a
minimum.

2I personally do not like the idea of implicit knowledge because there is nothing particu-
larly implicit about juggling, for example, it is something I can very much make explicit by
showing that I know how to do it. If a distinction should be made to emphasise the ability
to talk about knowledge or not it is better to make the distinction between verbalisable
and non-verbalisable knowledge.
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To me, language is a very practical type of knowledge and relates very
much to knowing. There is today very little problem for us to use the term
‘context’ because we know what it is. However, I sense that there is little
understanding of the term. Once we have a more abstracted view of a
concept we can make better use of it, after all, theories are tools that we
can use and the better theories we develop, the more possibility there will
be for knowledge transfer between di↵erent problem domains.

Reality for Me and the Reality in Itself

The German philosopher Immanuel Kant pointed out that human knowledge
is limited in its scope. The reason, he believed, is based in his dichotomy
of phenomenal and noumenal reality (Kant, 1922/1781). This distinction
lies in the sensual and non-sensual duality of objects. When we perceive
an object, we do not experience it as it truly exists, instead we perceive it
through our limited senses. For example, when you look at an object, what
forms the image of the object are the photons reflected onto the object, you
do not actually see the object in itself. Thus in our perceptions, we only
experience the phenomenon of the object and not the intelligible object; not
the noumenon.

I will hijack Kant’s dichotomy in my attempt at grasping the impalpable
notion of context, doing so with the appreciation that I will not do his ideas
justice (to some readers it will most likely be perceived as out of context).
However, the distinction between what is real and what is experienced as
real, which thus reveals the limits of our understanding, is fundamental in
how I view human cognition and therefore also how I interpret the concept
of ‘context’.

The Regularity Assumption

I will make no attempt to describe what noumena might be, it could be
that they are, in their essence, the results of quantum mechanics as hypoth-
esised by physicists, or we might simply be part of an elaborate computer
simulation. This is of no interest to me and definitely outside the scope of
the present thesis. I do, however, take for granted that reality is made up
of regularities which we can detect cognitively by acting through our bodily
perception-action processes in the engagement with reality. Reality for me
is simply the realm of the noumena that make up our world, it is the true
nature in itself which we cannot fully comprehend due to the limits of our
senses.
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The Environmental Interface Assumption

Important to understand is that when I use the term ‘environment’ I specif-
ically mean the part of reality in which an agent is situated and has the
ability to perceive. Although we cannot perceive the noumena of reality
directly, I contend that we can interact with noumena using our body (e.g.,
by kicking or lifting objects). This is because our body is part of reality and
therefore a noumenon in itself and it therefore a↵ects reality. Your body is
not just a vessel moving through noumenal reality, it is an integral part of
it. An organism cannot be understood without the aspects of reality which
has evolutionary shaped it, physically and therefore also cognitively.

I think it is common to misconceive the environment as only the things
we perceive with our bodies and thus separate our body from the environ-
ment (environment starts where my fingertips end). I would therefore like to
make a discrimination similar to Kant’s between reality and environment. I
see environment as that which we perceive our bodies to be within in a given
moment and it is bounded by a perceptual horizon. The environment is, if
you like, the interface in which we engage with reality. We communicate
our environments by using domain terms such as ‘forest’, ‘kitchen’, ‘o�ce’,
‘garden’ and so forth, a domain thus being a generalised version of simi-
lar environments. An environment is thus the closest enclosure we consider
ourselves to be in and is limited by what we can perceive when situated in
that domain. My view of environment overlaps with Jakob von Uexküll’s
umwelt (i.e., a self-centred world; Kull, 2010). A more generalised term such
as ‘forest’, I consider to be a domain and the environment would thus be a
particular forest which an organism is situated in.3 So, I may not be able
to perceive noumena in all their essences, but interact with them I surly
can. And although we do not perceive reality as it is, we do perceive some
resulting e↵ects of interaction with reality through our perceptions which
helps us in drawing mental inferences about reality.

In as much as I am a monist and a materialist, I cannot shake my fun-
damental experience of a separation between mind and the material. This
dualism is, however, based in properties, not in Cartesian substances. I
assume that mind arises from the same matter as the basis of perceived
phenomenal objects. But, I do believe in the importance of separating men-
tal experiences from physical experiences. As previously stated, I consider
reality to be constituted in regularities and therefore a deterministic system
composed of an unfathomable amount of variables (or dimensions). Our
senses, however, only allows us to perceive reality in a limited number of

3If you are familiar with object oriented programming, the distinction can be made
between environment as the object instance and the domain as the class, or, from a
biology perspective it is the distinction between an individual and its specie.
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dimensions (spatially only 3). This makes our interaction with reality prob-
lematic and thus the environment seems probabilistic or even stochastic to
us. Our minds are, in a sense, statistical inference machines trying to han-
dle this discrepancy (for an interesting overview of the mind as operating
through predictive inference, see Hohwy, 2013).

This view of environment might be di�cult to grasp, because it goes
somewhat against the common conception of environment. Viewing envi-
ronment as an interface to reality is a first-person perspective rather than
an outsider perspective. What I see as environment is simply those parts of
reality that have been made perceivable by an organism in order to facilitate
its survival.

Reality, Environment, and Cognition: The Russian Doll of
Experience

The relation between reality, environment, and cognition is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. What this illustration attempts to show is that the environ-
ment is the stage on which the phenomenal experience of reality through
our senses and the direct interaction with reality through our motor abili-
ties take place. With the environment we engage in real-time, in an online
mode (see On-Line and O↵-Line Cognition in Chapter 3). This view sug-
gests that an environment is a perceptual representation of a limited part
of reality, whilst memories in the mind are constituted by concepts in long-
term memory which has been consolidated in previous experiences within
di↵erent domains.

Distinction of Terms

I refrain from using the term context as something in which an individual is
situated, but rather use it as an analytical term when problem-solvers are
trying to mentally represent particular environments. In the present thesis
I will therefore avoid using the term ‘context’ when talking about the en-
vironment or environmental factors. It is common practice to use the term
context when referring to environmental factors. I will instead use the term
‘environmental specificity’ when discrepancies between two di↵erent envi-
ronments need be considered. That is, separate parts of the reality of one
individual. For one observer-specific part of reality across individuals I will
instead use the term ‘domain’ which would be a generalisation of several
environments. An environment is thus a limited part of reality, perceptually
and cognitively available to an individual organism.
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Figure 1.1: Caricature of the relation between cognition, environment, and reality

Now that this theoretical view has been laid on the table, we will start
looking at how the term ‘context’ has been defined previously. And in the
succeeding chapters, we will look at the trade-o↵ problem between rigour
(the control of variables) and relevance (generalisability). I will try to argue
that environmental specificities lies at the heart of this problem and that
context is a dynamic model we build in order to try and weed out what spe-
cific environmental factors disrupts performance results in implementation
of, for example, experiments and deployed systems.





Chapter 2

Context to Date

“That one’s ability to retrieve (or recognize) an
item is heavily influenced by the relation between
that item’s storage and retrieval contexts is
indisputable. ‘Context,’ however, is a kind of
conceptual garbage can ...”

Smith, Glenberg, and Bjork (1978, p. 342)

The amount of research related to context is overwhelming. It is an im-
portant factor in language science, history, and arts. There are numerous
reviews, overviews, and surveys on the research of context (e.g., Akman,
2002; Brézillon, 1996; Chalmers, 2004; Clark & Carlson, 1981; Wan, 2009).
There has also been several special issues on the matter,1 and for the past
20 years there has even been a biennial conference concerning any research
where context is crucial.2

In the early 20th century, Harvey Carr was one of the first to conduct
research on what is seen as contextual influences within psychology (1917;
1925; cited in Smith et al., 1978). Thus, the term has morphed from being
only related to words and their semantics to being relevant for physical
objects and their influences on participants’ performance in experiments.
From here, it has then been picked up and used within any situated research
and eventually turned up within HCI.

1Some examples related to HCI are: Human-Computer Interaction (16:2), Information
Processing & Management (38:5), and Science, Technology, & Human values (37:4)

2http://context17.org/

9



10 Chapter 2. Context to Date

Definitions in HCI

Definitions of the term ‘context’ are sparse throughout HCI literature. In
early literature on ubiquitous and context-aware computing, definitions of
context are found wanting. The term was simply used in agreement with
colloquial interpretation. As the field matured, the need to understand the
notion of context grew. Early attempts consisted in either listing aspects
considered relevant for context or providing synonyms. Dey (2001) pointed
to the di�culty with definition by choice of synonyms or listing of examples
in applying these to his own work: “When we want to determine whether
a type of information not listed in the definition is context or not, it is not
clear how we can use the definition to solve the dilemma” (p. 2). Initially,
positioning in the form of GPS was more or less the only environmental
aspect utilised. Schmidt, Beigl, and Gellersen (1999) acknowledged that
there is more to context than location and they presented mobile devices
that would adjust screen brightness and orientation based on surrounding
lighting conditions and device rotation, now universal features of today’s
smartphones.

As technology turned evermore mobile in the 1990’s, the need to build
flexible and context-sensitive devices grew. With it, understanding of envi-
ronmental impact on usability, and thus defining context, became a neces-
sity. Attempts were made, and still are, at building models and taxonomies
of context for pervasive or ubiquitous computing (e.g., Chen, Finin, & Joshi,
2003; Henricksen, Indulska, & Rakotonirainy, 2002; Reignier, Brdiczka, Vaufrey-
daz, Crowley, & Maisonnasse, 2007; Rodden, Cheverst, Davies, & Dix, 1998;
Schmidt et al., 1999; Winograd, 2001).

A collection of descriptions of the term ‘context’ found in HCI literature
is listed in Table 2.1. One oft-cited definition of context within HCI and
pervasive computing listed in the table is the one provided by Dey and
Abowd (2000). This definition is an elaborated version of the definitions
provided by Schilit and Theimer (1994) and Pascoe (1998). The definition
has been criticised for having too much of an immediate environmental focus.
Chalmers (2004) pointed out that:

Such definitions are common in context-aware and ubiquitous
computing, but they do tend to emphasise objective features
that can be tracked and recorded relatively easily, and to de-
emphasise or avoid aspects of the user experience such as sub-
jectively perceived features and the way that past experience of
similar contexts may influence current activity–issues. (p. 223)
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Table 2.1: A collection of elaborations on, and definitions of, the term ‘context’
from HCI and ubiquitous computing research

Definition Citation

Context-aware computing is the ability of a mo-
bile user’s applications to discover and react to
changes in the environment they are situated in.
In our system mobile users run software that is
constantly monitoring, or subscribing to, infor-
mation about the world around them.

Schilit and Theimer (1994,
original emphasis)

Three important aspects of context are: where
you are, who you are with, and what resources
are nearby. [...] Context encompasses more than
just the user’s location, because other things of
interest are also mobile and changing. Context in-
cludes lighting, noise level, network connectivity,
communication costs, communication bandwidth,
and even the social situation: e.g., whether you
are with your manager or with a co-worker.

Schilit, Adams, and Want
(1994)

Users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software and
materials), and the physical and social environ-
ments in which a product is used. [...] The con-
text of use consists of those components of the
work system which are treated as given when
specifying or measuring usability.

ISO (1998, context of use)

Context is a subjective concept that is defined
by the entity that perceives it. For example,
one entity may conceive of its context as loca-
tion whereas another may view it from a tempo-
ral perspective. It could also be a more ethereal
construct, e.g. the emotional state of a person.
Therefore, context could be generally described
as the subset of physical and conceptual states of
interest to a particular entity.

Pascoe (1998)
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• A context describes a situation and the envi-
ronment a device or user is in

• A context is identified by a unique name

• For each context a set of features is relevant

• For each relevant feature a range of values is
determined (implicit or explicit) by the context

Schmidt et al. (1999,
model for context)

Context is any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person place or object that is considered rel-
evant to the interaction between a user and an
application including the user and applications
themselves.

Dey and Abowd (2000)

[A] context can be seen as a network of situations
defined in a common state space.

Crowley, Coutaz, Rey, and
Reignier (2002)

Context can mean many things; it might be the
tasks that the system is being used to perform,
the reasons for which the tasks are being carried
out, the settings within which the work is con-
ducted, or other factors that surround the user
and the system. The context, though, is as much
social as technical.

Dourish (2004)

[C]ontext refers to information about a person’s
proximate environment such as location and iden-
tities of nearby people and objects. [...] we con-
sider activity as a type of contextual information
which can be used to characterize the situation of
a person

Loke (2004)

Other Sources

The definitions from HCI leave a lot to wish for. They tend to include
pretty much ever aspect of reality and that is not very helpful when trying
to understand a term so we must look elsewhere. Scientific definitions of
the term ‘context’ are di�cult to come by. There is, as with any concept or
term within science, little consensus on how it should be defined. Definitions
have ranged from consisting of external (e.g., “stimulation from the external
environment”, McGroch, 1939, p. 347) to internal (e.g., “inner slates of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Examples of ambiguous symbols

experiencing person”, Rei↵ & Scheerer, 1959, p. 19) factors in relation to
participants of psychological studies. Clark and Carlson (1981) argue that
the term has been extended to the point that its denotation has become
murky. Perhaps this is why the term has been considered a ‘conceptual
garbage can’ as quoted in this chapter’s epigraph.

The usual way of exemplifying context is by showing how ambiguous
symbols are interpreted di↵erently depending on what other symbols sur-
round them. Two examples are shown in Figure 2.1. The first variant
(Figure 2.1a) shows how a symbol can represent either the letter ‘B’ when
symbols are read vertically or as the number ‘13’ when symbols are read
horizontally. Similarly, in the second variant (Figure 2.1b) we se the term
‘THE CAT’ and the -symbol is considered an ‘H’ in the word ‘THE’ and
an ‘A’ in the word ‘CAT’.

In the first monolingual dictionary of the English language, Cawdrey
(1604) defined the term as “the agreeing of the matter going before, with
that which followeth”. The term was originally only considered relevant
in relation to discourse and Clark and Carlson (1981) explains that the
standard definition of context is “parts of a discourse that surround a word
of [sic] passage and can throw light upon its meaning” (p. 314).

Everything That Surrounds?

When you read words, you do it holistically. Your visual sense takes in a
lot of data which your perceptual system must process to handle ambigu-
ity. I suspect that this process is dependent on your past experiences, in
that, the more you encounter something the more likely you are to quickly
process that something mentally due to the statistical inferential abilities of
the brain. Consider the phrase ‘ ’. You have probably encountered
the phrase ‘THE CAT’ more often than ‘TAE CAT’, ‘THE CHT’, or ‘TAE
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A
B
C

12  14

Figure 2.2: Example of unambiguous symbols

CHT’. However, if you were a cat lover and there existed a race of cats
called Tae then you possibly interpret the phrase as ‘TAE CAT’, or if you
spend much of your time working with an organisation called CHT then you
are arguably more likely to be able to interpret the phrase as ‘THE CHT’.
This suggests that when encountering the ambiguous phrase ‘ ’, you
are interacting with the environment and previous experience with the en-
vironment determine how you handle the ambiguity. However, when you
realise that what represents the ‘H’ and the ‘A’, in what you thought to be
spelling out ‘THE CAT’, you notice that they look exactly the same (i.e.,
‘ ’). Therefore you start analysing how this is possible and that is when
you put the -symbol in focus and you draw the conclusion that it is what
surrounds the symbol that determines how it is interpreted. You are thus
creating a context in which you are analysing a phenomenon, and try to
answer a specific question: ‘How can I interpret the same symbol in two
ways?’.

To me, a more specific and telling answer to this question would be that
the symbol simply looks like an ‘A’ and an ‘H’. If there existed a letter
‘ ’ in your language, then that is what you probably would have perceived.
Similarly, if you would have used an ‘H’ instead of the -symbol, the phrase
would have been interpreted as being misspelled. Now we can, more or less,
perfectly read the phrase because the -symbol looks enough like an ‘A’ and
enough like an ‘H’ to handle the situation. Consider Figure 2.2, in this case
‘context’ — when defined as that which surrounds something — is not very
important when interpreting the middle letter as a ‘B’.

To further illustrate my point, when you read something like: ‘Waht
wuold yuo lkie fro diennr tnogiht?’ you once again have little trouble deter-
mining what the intended message is. This is called typoglycemia and our
ability to interpret the text comes from the fact that there is enough redun-
dant information to interpret the intended message. Grainger and Whitney
(2004) found that words with transpositioned letters is easier to read than
words where letters have been substituted. Thus, a word’s specific letters
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are crucial for identification and comprehension and “readers cannot rely
exclusively on context for word recognition” (Rayner, White, Johnson, &
Liversedge, 2006, p. 193).

Furthermore, it seems reasonable to argue that this ability results from
the fact that the intended words are very common in the English vocabulary.
More uncommon words would probably be a lot more di�cult to understand
when letters are jumbled. Attributing the handling of ambiguities to the
colloquial concept of context, at least to me, adds little explanatory value.

Aspects of Context

Thus, HCI definitions of ‘context’ are too broad, engulfing everything in
its path whilst the standard definition seems too vague with little explana-
tory value. According to Wan (2009), the idea of context was introduced
in artificial intelligence (AI) by Weyhrauch (1980) and in this field it is for-
malised through propositional or predicate logic. Turner (1993) identified
five crucial aspects of context in relation to AI: (1) context recognition facil-
itates prediction and biases situation assessment in an intelligent agent, (2)
context modulates behaviour by facilitating goal formulation, (3) context fo-
cuses an intelligent agent’s attention, (4) context makes appropriate actions
salient for reaching a particular goal, and (5) context facilitates handling
contingencies.

Clark and Carlson (1981) identified 6 aspects of context from reviewing
uses of the term: (1) context is information, (2) it is subjective, (3) it
relates to a process being carried out, (4) it relates to a specific occasion,
(5) context is only constituted by information currently available, and (6)
the information which is considered context must be able to interact with the
ongoing process. This led them to define ‘context’ as “information that is
available to a particular person for interaction with a particular process on a
particular occasion” (p. 318). The authors also make a distinction between
intrinsic and incidental context where the former consists of information
necessary to investigate a particular psychological process, and the latter is
aspects that indirectly a↵ects process performance such as hunger, mood,
aches, or fatigue or information present in stimuli which are irrelevant to
the process.

These aspects seems to capture more relevant aspects of context than
any other I have come across. They seem to suggest that context has more
to do with what an individual perceives than what is actually out there in
reality which HCI definitions seem to centre on. Baars (1988) argue that
context is nothing but a mental phenomenon and it is an unconscious dito.

“Contexts include currently unconscious expectations that shape
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conscious experiences, and currently unconscious intentions that
shape voluntary actions [...] the physical environment a↵ects
our experiences and actions only if it is represented in the in-
ner world. Thus the context-in-the-world inevitably shapes our
experience by way of the ‘context-in-the-head’.” (p. 110).

Conclusion

It is a tremendous paradox that a term which is meant to represent the
concrete and specific can be so abstract and general. To understand what
this concept really means we need to take a deeper look at human cognition
by looking at how humans function in situated reality where context seems to
have most impact. This is what is in store for the next chapter. In succeeding
chapters we will then also take a look at what happens in situations less rich
in context before getting in to a final discussion of this elusive term.



Chapter 3

The Deep Blue Sea

“... context is not so much something into which
someone is put, but an order of behavior of
which one is a part.”

McDermott (1993, p. 290)

As designers we often make the assumption that users will see connections
and draw parallels to other usage situations when engaging with our de-
veloped products, culminating in an intuitive interaction. The desktop
metaphor (Smith, Irby, Kimball, & Harslem, 1982) is one of the more suc-
cessful metaphors that introduced white-collars to computers by designing
the user interface to resemble common artefacts found in the o�ce (folders,
files, printers, in-boxes etc.). These concise metaphors are di�cult to find
and even when found they might not intuitively signify the designer’s in-
tended functionality for the actual user. It is also the case that when you
develop expertise in a certain domain, you have the ability to think a lot
more abstract and draw parallels. Few users are tech-savvy and therefore
thinks more concretely about the specific usage situation, thus knowledge
transfer from interaction with physical objects into the virtual world might
not occur. Usability is very dependent on situational and environmental
factors and to clarify how, we will now take a look at research carried out
which outlines the complexity of being out in reality; out on the deep blue
sea.

Situated Cognition

It has been argued by Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsh (2000) that situated cog-
nition should be considered the theoretical underpinning of HCI. According
to Robins and Aydede (2008), the research paradigm of situated cognition is

17
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based on three basic assumptions: (1) cognition is embodied and is therefore
dependent on mind and body to function, (2) actions based in cognition
is making use of the environment of which the mind is embedded, and (3)
cognition extends out into the environment and beyond the boundaries of
the body. These are three subareas which have an increasing dependency on
environment from embodiedness, through embeddedness, to extendedness.

Embodied

The idea that the mind is embodied is grounded in that cognition is de-
pendent on what can be experienced through sensorimotor capacities of the
body and, further, that each sensorimotor capacity is in itself dependent
on environmental, cognitive, and bodily influences (Varela, Thompson, &
Rosch, 1991). A ground breaking idea of the mind as embodied came from
George Lako↵ when he realised that language is very much built up on
metaphors, and the body very often acts as the referent of these metaphors
(Lako↵ & Johnson, 1980). For example, we talk about the foot of a hill or
the head of a beer. We also use words that express positions which are based
in the body. When we are ill or hurt, for example, we lie down or when we
are sad our whole body droops which makes us think about negative feelings
as being down and the opposite, when we are happy and well we hold our
posture straight and might be skipping which makes us think about positive
feelings as being up.

This relation is a two-way street where bodily actions influences emotions
as much as emotions influences the body. In a social psychology study,
English speakers were given Chinese ideographs whilst either (1) pushing up
on a table from below, (2) pushing down on a table, (3) or not pushing at
all (Cacioppo, Priester, & Berntson, 1993). Participants who were pushing
up on the table rated the ideographs more positive than those participants
who either pushed down or did no pushing at all.

Even the mere conception of body influences cognitive behaviour; per-
sonality can change with the conception of your own body or a character
you assume. Cognitive capabilities or social attitudes can change and be
aligned with biased views of stereotypes when you yourself fit that stereo-
type. For example, using immersive virtual reality, researchers have been
able to give participants changed bodily representations by making them
either look older or give participants a changed ethnic appearance. What
consistently is found in these experiments is a reduction of implicit biases
against the outgroups being virtually represented (for an overview see Mais-
ter, Slater, Sanchez-Vives, & Tsakiris, 2015). A less elaborate, but just as
telling example comes from an experiment within educational technology.
Students were asked to solve mathematical problems on a computer and
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were randomly assigned either a male or a female digital avatar. What this
study found was that students assigned to the male avatar characters per-
formed better at solving the mathematical problems than students who were
assigned female avatars, regardless of the student’s own gender. The embod-
ied gender stereotype of women being less able in mathematics influenced
the participants’ performance (Lee, Nass, & Bailenson, 2014).

On-Line and O↵-Line Cognition

Within situated cognition and embodiment, a distinction between on-line
and o↵-line cognition is made. The Chinese ideograph study is a perfect
example of on-line cognition where motor behaviour shapes attitudes. This
can be contrasted with o↵-line cognition where motor areas of the brain
are used in imagining moving parts of the body without actually moving
them. What this suggests is that both perceptual and motor functions of
the brain which evolved to engage with the environment, can be resourced
internally in thinking and problem-solving. According to Wilson (2002),
“the function of these sensorimotor resources is to run a simulation of some
aspect of the physical world, as a means of representing information or
drawing inferences”.

Embedded

To understand how a brain function, it is not enough to just consider the
individual. Herbert Simon has analogy of an ant on a beach which illustrates
this. If we only study the path an ant has taken by analysing the traces in
the sand, the behaviour of the ant looks very complicated. However, if we
also take into account the obstacles along the path such as sticks and stones
we realise that much of the behaviour is orchestrated by the structure of the
environment.

Viewed as a geometric figure, the ant’s path is irregular, complex,
hard to describe. But its complexity is really a complexity in the
surface of the beach, not a complexity in the ant. (Simon, 1996,
p. 51)

Humans tend to o↵-load cognition to the environment. For example,
Kirsh and Maglio (1994) noted that people playing Tetris seemed to involve
themselves in seemingly unnecessary actions. Players tended to continuously
rotate the Tetris zoids which is an action which does not get you directly
closer to your goal of placing the zoid at the bottom of the screen. However,
time to mentally rotate objects has been shown to be linearly increasing with
the number of degrees of rotation (Shephard & Metzler, 1971). Mentally
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rotating zoids takes more time than the motor action of pressing a key
and letting the computer rotate the zoid for you. This turns out to be a
very e↵ective strategy for quickly identifying spots where the zoids would
fit. Thus Kirsh and Maglio made a distinction between pragmatic (goal-
oriented) and epistemic (cognition-relieving) actions.

Extended

It is not just that cognition is happening as a result of being in a body
or embedded in an environment. Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue further
that technology can be seen as an extension of mind. This suggests that
calculators and calendars is a way to o↵-load cognitive abilities into the en-
vironment, or cognitive abilities can also be distributed between individuals.
Hutchins (1995) describe how a pilot’s task of flying a plane makes the cock-
pit a whole cognitive system. This extended view of cognition relates to the
idea of distributed cognition (Hutchins & Klausen, 2000). Hutchins sees a
cockpit as a cohesive cognitive system and argues that cognition is not only
inside the pilot’s head, but distributed within a sociotechnical system.

Situated Research in the Lab and in the Field

Any researcher that has conducted social, psychological, or cognitive studies
will appreciate the trade-o↵ between study rigour and relevance of results.
There are always variables uncounted for that influences participants in ways
we as experimenters cannot foresee. This is what we generally call extrane-
ous or confounding factors, that is, the discrepancy between our abstracted
view of the study object and its manifestation in a situated reality.

Whenever an unexpected result occurs, as researchers I think we often at-
tribute these confounding factors to context. It certainly holds true for HCI
where implementation of a new, working system might not yield expected
results when the intended users starts interacting with it. This is usually
a result from discrepancies in technical knowledge between designer and
user and/or discrepancies in domain knowledge between user and designer.
We will return to these issues of discrepancy in Chapter 4. As background
knowledge, studies related to environmental specificity can throw light on
these discrepancy issues.

Memory

In a now classical study of human memory, Godden and Baddeley (1975)
let participants learn a set of words being either on land or under water.
Half of the participants on land then went into the water whilst half of
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the participants in the water were called up on land. After the participants
recital of the memorised list, it was revealed that memory recall was better in
the environment in which encoding had taken place, regardless of whether
it was on land or in water. This suggests that retrieval of memories is
easier if situated in a similar environment to that in which encoding of these
memories were performed.

Problem-Solving and Decision Making

Studies of problem-solving and decision making have mostly been conducted
in laboratories using students as subjects. However, in the 1980’s Gary
Klein set out to study decision making in the field by observing profes-
sional firefighters throughout their workday. Within the classical decision
making research paradigm, the approach has been to focus on normative
decision making, that is, studying how decisions can be made optimally.
What this entails is that the decision process is a way of determining what
to choose from a set of options by weighing pros and cons of each option
and choose the option with the highest utility. Klein and his associates in-
stead focused on a descriptive approach which has been termed Naturalistic
Decision Making. In contrast to normative research they describe how deci-
sions are actually made rather than how decisions should be made. Through
the classical paradigm humans have time and time again been shown to be
quite bad at making decisions in the lab. When Klein went out into the
field of firefighters he saw that these people were excellent problem-solvers.
A surprising result of the research was that firefighters do not seem to make
decisions by considering multiple options and choosing the optimal solution.
Instead, they tend to quickly grasp the situation and intuitively come out
with a plan which is mentally simulated or quickly discussed and then im-
plemented (Klein, Calderwood, & Clinton-Cirocco, 2010; Okoli, Weller, &
Watt, 2016). Making decisions in a lab means you often have plenty of time
contemplating options. Firefighting is very di↵erent, it is time-limited and
you have a lot at stake; you have to act quickly in the situation in order to
save lives. This is a rich and real situation which the firefighters are thrown
into, as opposed to lab experiments where decisions are based on arbitrary
information with low-stake consequences for uninformed decisions. Often,
the goal of the task is not clear to the participant of a lab experiment of
decision making and contextual information is sparse. But, when you are
out on the deep blue sea, and you are a trained professional with years of ex-
perience, then intuitions kick in aided by the specificities of the environment
and time for optimal solutions do not exist, instead, action is key.
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Recognition-Primed Decision Model

Through the firefight study, Klein and associates created the Recognition-
Primed Decision (RPD) model (Klein, 1993). The model is depicted in Fig-
ure 3.1. The aim of this model is to fill a gap in the decision research since
normative approaches do not handle decision making in time-pressured and
ill-defined tasks. In the model, the decision maker’s experience is utilised in
mental simulations which is a vital part in solving problems quickly with-
out deliberating on multiple options, and very often implementing the first
formulated action plan. Thus the decision maker has to satisfice (Simon,
1956) since the dynamicity and time pressure of the situation bounds the
decision makers rationality. This means that the decision maker favours a
satisfactory and su�cient, but not necessarily optimal, solution. The course
of action is determined by formulating plausible goals through the use of rel-
evant cues in the environment along with expectations grounded in similarly
experienced situations.

Learning and Knowledge Transfer

In studies of classical conditioning, environmental specificity tend to be an
unwanted side-e↵ect impeding on study rigour. When conditioned by series
of clicks in relation to food delivery in one surrounding, rats tend to be less
likely to approach the site of food delivery when the conditioned stimulus is
presented in another surrounding (Hall & Honey, 1989). This side-e↵ect can
be attenuated through hippocampal lesions. The hippocampus is an area
which is part of the limbic system of the medial temporal lobe in the brain of
vertebrates. This area plays a crucial role in the formation of new memories
about experienced events, and therefore detection of novel stimuli. Many
hippocampal neurons have so called place fields which means that certain
neurons fire whenever its host passes through a particular environment and
is thus crucial for spatial memory and navigation. A comparison between
London taxi and bus drivers showed that taxi drivers tend to have more
grey matter in the mid-posterior hippocampi than bus drivers (Maguire,
Woollett, & Spiers, 2006). This is attributed to the fact that taxi drivers
must learn to navigate a city independent of a predefined route.

When conditioned to fear by shock in one chamber with both di↵erent
and similar stimuli to a chamber in which chocks are not administered, ro-
dents with the hippocampus removed have shown to elicit fear responses
in both environments. Thus they are still conditioned to the shock but
cannot discriminate between the two environments (Frankland, Cestari, Fil-
ipkowski, McDonald, & Silva, 1998; Wiltgen, Sanders, Anagnostaras, Sage,
& Fanselow, 2006). This comes to show that anything present in this kind
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Figure 3.1: The Recognition Primed Decision model redrawn from Klein (1993)
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of experimental set-up should be considered a stimulus. However, experi-
menters would generally only consider the intended and manipulated stimuli
as important and thus the experimenter formulates an experiment context
which is in essence di↵erent from the subject’s environment and this would
account for the discrepancy between expected and actual research results.

Similar problems have been encountered when investigating the di↵er-
ence between formal and informal education. Anyone familiar with ab-
stracted forms of arithmetic should be able to do simple calculations about
anything. However, if you are taught arithmetic informally, then the ob-
jects which you perform calculations with are of utmost importance. Gay
and Cole (1967) investigated formal and informal education amongst the
Kpelle people of Liberia. In the Kpelle language, numbers are represented
as “one of a thing, two of a thing”, and so forth. When these people are put
in school and subjected to formal education, they have problems understand-
ing mathematics because for them arithmetic manipulations are equivalent
to manipulation of physical objects but in western formal education, actual
physical objects are rarely part of the equation, instead numbers are the ob-
jects in themselves (Scribner & Cole, 1973). This poses problems which is
di�cult for a western teacher to grasp because the pupils do have arithmetic
skills but they cannot be transferred to the classroom setting where manip-
ulation of numbers serves no obvious purpose. This could be likened with
the lab rats that do not elicit a conditioned response although vital stimuli
are present because these stimuli have no meaning in the particular setting.
Studies on knowledge transfer show time and time again that we humans are
notoriously bad at generalising our skills across domains. Numerous teacher
anecdotes and anthropological studies testify to that some people can solve
arithmetic problems in everyday situations such as transforming recipes, cal-
culating bowling scores, or handling currency when buying or selling goods,
but when asked to perform similar arithmetical tasks in a classroom, these
people fail (Chaiklin & Lave, 1993; Gay & Cole, 1967; Lave, 1988).

Vygotsky (1986) made a distinction between everyday and scientific con-
cepts which conceptualises the di↵erence between formal and informal learn-
ing. Everyday concepts are formulated bottom-up by a learner being ex-
posed time and time again to di↵erent instances of the concept through
everyday interactions. These concepts become well-known but di�cult to
define. In formal education, on the other hand, scientific concepts are taught
and formalised top-down in the sense that the learner is given a term and
its definition and must then try to understand aspects of reality that relates
to the term. People with an informal education background placed in a
formal setting has been observed not to ask ‘why’ questions as frequently as
people with a formal education background (Fortes, 1938 cited in Scribner
& Cole, 1973), the alleged reason being that children taught informally will
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have their education in the “real world” where, similar to the fireground,
the purpose of doing something is intrinsic to the situation.

What these disparate studies show is the impact of environmental speci-
ficities, from how we are influenced by environmental stimuli helping us in
cognitive tasks such as remembering, to how lack of contextual factors can
render us helpless in problem-solving situations. We will now look in more
detail on a study conducted with preschoolers playing an educational game
and see how environmental factors can seemingly sca↵old mature cognitive
behaviour in young children.

Sca↵olding Mature Cognitive Behaviour (Paper I)

Something which is important to understand when developing products is
the fact that the product itself will also be an integrated part of the user
environment. The way we choose to develop a system and its interface
will have a strong impact on the user’s interpretation of possible actions
and thus it a↵ects user’s cognition in ways examplified by the discussed
studies above. I was involved in a project with the Educational Technol-
ogy Group at the Lund University Cognitive Science Department where
we developed a computer game around preschool mathematics (Anderberg,
Axelsson, Bengtsson, H̊akansson, & Lindberg, 2013).

Learning by Teaching

Our mathematics game uses a digital implementation of the learning by
teaching (LBT) paradigm presented in the seminal work by Bargh and Schul
(1980). The paradigm has proven fruitful with regard to cognitive benefits
for learners. Instead of learning for oneself, students are instructed to tutor
their peers which increases students’ motivation to learn. This motivation
arises through social aspects where the tutoring students take responsibility
for their peers’ learning (i.e., the protégé e↵ect; Chase, Chin, Oppezzo, &
Schwartz, 2009) and thus have to know the study material well. Further-
more, the paradigm seems to stimulate meta-cognitive reflection where stu-
dents starts thinking about learning and problem-solving processes (Flavell,
1979; Schwartz et al., 2009).

Teachable Agent

LBT computer games uses a computorised tutee — called a teachable agent
(TA; Blair, Schwartz, Biswas, & Leelawong, 2006) — which is in essence an
artificial intelligence algorithm that can be taught by a player. This com-
puter implemented version of LBT has been proven to have the same edu-
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cational benefits as the traditional paradigm time and time again (Biswas,
Leelawong, Schwartz, Vye, & The Teachable Agents Group at Vanderbilt,
2005; Gulz, Haake, & Silvervarg, 2011; Ogan et al., 2012; Pareto, Haake,
Lindström, Sjödén, & Gulz, 2012). However, studies conducted so far have
focused on primary school children aged between 8 and 14. With our game,
we were the first to initiate research to investigate whether benefits of this
paradigm could be witnessed also with preschoolers.

Cognitive Growth

It is well established that children of preschool age goes through a phase of
vast cognitive changes in developing both social and communicative skills as
well as executive functions (Clements & Perner, 1994; Hughes, 1998; Perner
& Lang, 1999). In order to benefit from LBT, tutoring students must be
able to keep focus on their tutee’s actions and follow the tutee’s progress
in learning. This brings about doubt whether digital LBT implementations
would be suitable for children as young as 3 to 6 years old. We decided to
investigate preschoolers’ ability to pay attention to a TA.

A pilot study was conducted at a local preschool (Axelsson, Anderberg,
& Haake, 2013) with 9 participants and they seemed to enjoy playing this
preschool mathematics game and they also seemed able to engage with the
TA. Therefore we planned a larger study in which we brought the game and
eye-tracking equipment to a preschool in a rural area in the south of Sweden.

The Preschool Study

The complete study involved a battery of pre-tests of mathematics and lan-
guage skills, as well as theory of mind and executive functions (complete
study details can be found in Paper I and in Haake, Axelsson, Clausen-
Bruun, & Gulz, 2015). The main test consisted of the participants playing
our LBT resembling game, and into the game visual distractions were in-
corporated in order to experimentally simulate a noisy environment. The
distractions were implemented in the form of animations which were played
at educationally crucial moments where the tutoring participant would need
to attend to the TA. This was in a mode of the game where the TA is play-
ing by himself and is choosing numbered buttons. In order to understand
how well their tutee is doing, the tutoring participants would have to attend
to the TA’s actions. Animations were played just before the TA makes his
choice and also after the TA has made his choice when it does not matter
whether participants are attending the TA or not. We thus investigated
whether participants would be able to inhibit the distractions in favour for
attending to their digital tutee when the tutee displays his skills.
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Figure 3.2: Heatmap during competing visual stimuli. Fixations are averaged across
all participants. Fixated areas are colour coded along the gradient scale provided at
the bottom of the figure, i.e., the more red an area is the more it was fixated by
participants. Visual distractions were animated at the top part of the screen, in this
case an aeroplane flying past.

One of the pre-tests was a standard inhibition test called an anti-saccade
task (Hallett, 1978).1 In line with previous studies (Fukushima, Hatta, &
Fukushima, 2000; Munoz & Everling, 2004), the preschoolers who partici-
pated in this study were terrible at inhibiting in this standardised pre-test.
The unique finding of this study was, however, that in the main test children
paid much more attention to the TA than to the visual distractions (Figure
3.2) which indicates that the game creates a sort of cognitive sca↵old which
enables them to inhibit far better than in the pre-test. Of course the partic-
ipants were attending to the visual distractions, but only after the TA had
made his choice (Figure 3.3). During the TA’s choice, the majority of the
participants did not look at the distractions at all.

1Eye movements between fixations are called ‘saccades’ and in the anti-saccade task
participants usually focus on a cross in the middle of a computer screen and now and
again a dot appears at some location on-screen. The participant’s task is to saccade away
from the cross in the opposite direction of where the dot appears (i.e., look away from the
dot). Thus deliberately inhibiting the natural response of looking at the dot.
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Figure 3.3: Gaze proportion of four areas of interest over time during (A) and after
(B) TA choice. Time 0 on the x-axis denotes distraction onset.

This study implies that envrionmental specificity can act as a sca↵old for
eliciting more mature cognitive behaviour; in this case, in terms of executive
function capabilities. There were also indications in the study that the LBT
game also elicited more mature mentalising capabilities in the participating
preschoolers (Haake et al., 2015).

Conclusion

One could consider that this chapter has been all about context in the col-
loquial sense and how it a↵ects performance. In my view, what has been
clear is that cognitive performances are definitely influenced by environmen-
tal factors as dictated by perceptual abilities and experiences. In our study
of preschoolers playing an educational game, we concluded that the discrep-
ancy in children’s ability to inhibit in the main task but not so much in
the pre-test came down to context. Using my now more nuanced view of
context, the results had very little to do with it. What we meant by the con-
clusion was that there were more intricate factors influencing the children
in the main task than in the pre-test. Not knowing what these factors were
we generalised it to context. In retrospect this is a somewhat unsatisfactory
answer. The unique finding of this study is the fact that it shows the intri-
cate relationship between di↵erent executive functions. The ability to stay
focused is not just about developed volitional inhibition processes but also
how attention is guided by motivational factors that assists in filtering out
irrelevant sensory data. This, of course has to be specifically addressed in
experiments tailored to investigate specific aspects of attention in order to
really understand the intricate relations between these executive functions.
Thus, the only thing we could conclude was that context — in the common
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sense interpretation — mattered.
One implication of the findings discussed in the present chapter for HCI

and systems design is the obvious need for testing newly developed systems
before deployment. When the new system is left in the hands of its speci-
fied users, there are no guarantees that it will be functioning to the degree
of satisfaction (if at all) as intended by the designer. The users technical
knowledge, previous experiences, as well as surrounding environmental fac-
tors could all impede on the human-computer interaction. User interface
elements that you as a developer have created in the belief that the design
clearly signifies the elements functionality might not at all trigger as a signi-
fier for the user. You cannot be sure that your chosen metaphors work. So
whilst developing, it is thus crucial that you test your product with users.
And before, as well as during, development you must try to elicit as much
information as possible about the intended users and the environment into
which the designed product is meant to fit. Similar to the firefighters, the
more you are immersing yourself in the target environment, the more obvi-
ous the strategy for designing your product will become and development
will consist more of intuitive problem-solving rather than deliberating over
design choices.





Chapter 4

Touching Reality

“... the inner context preserves important
information from the past, which is not available
from our current surroundings at all. It makes
more sense, therefore, to locate the psychological
context inside the nervous system.”

Baars (1988, p. 110)

The fact that a user’s cognition is influenced by environmental factors is
taken advantage of in elicitation methods. Human memory is highly asso-
ciative and has a strong coupling with the environment, after all, memories
are based in and used for interaction with reality. When developing systems
for expert users, knowledge of the work domain is crucial which means that
any decent researcher needs to get as close to actual target environments as
possible.

Knowledge elicitation has two fundamental problems: (1) as designers
we assume that users can verbalise their needs (the tacit problem) and (2)
elicitation usually is carried out in a domain very di↵erent from the work
environment (environmental cue problem), often in a conference room far
away from where the product is meant to be used. To handle this, ethno-
graphic methods are employed and researchers will have to come out of their
ivory towers and get out into reality, close to the intended users.

Methods for Eliciting Context

In order to understand user environments there are methods developed to
help designers form abstractions of these environments through which the
products developed are meant to be interacted. Usability Context Analysis
(Thomas & Bevan, 1996) is a method by which a design team brings a
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number of stakeholders to what the creators of the method calls a Context
Meeting. The result of this meeting is a document statement describing the
product to be created, who its intended users are, the tasks the product
is meant to support, and the circumstances of product use. By bringing
together users, domain experts, designers and other stakeholders to this
discussion, the method handles the first of the two fundamental problems
of the elicitation process by collecting data from multiple sources. It does,
however, not solve the second problem since the elicitation location is usually
a conference room.

Another method is Contextual Inquiry (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) which
is a qualitative user-centred research method in which designers follow along
side-by-side with intended product users throughout their daily work rou-
tines. Interviews are conducted whilst observing the user and the user and
researcher collaborate to make it clear what the user is doing and why. This
means that the researcher not only discusses things with the user but also
observes what the user does. This handles the second fundamental problem
of knowledge elicitation discussed above. The point here is to get very close
to the intended users and understand how a future product could be fitted
in their working life. However, the method does not fully handle the first
problem. Of course the researcher has the ability to witness the user first
hand which helps, but the researcher has often very limited knowledge of
the work domain which can make it di�cult to know what questions to ask
and when in order to get further explications of user behaviour.

In order to handle both these fundamental problems, recruitment of do-
main experts can be of tremendous help. In our research team we have
developed a verbalisation technique which handles this issue by letting col-
leagues verbalise on each others behaviour with data from the work place
rather than relying only on interviews or only on operator verbalisations.

Verbalisation Protocols

Verbalisation methods are very common in knowledge elicitation within HCI.
Most common is the concurrent verbalisation protocol where, for example,
operators would perform work whilst explaining what they are doing (think-
aloud). This has the limitation that adding the task of verbalising might
interfere with the operators’ work and thus not give a fair rendition of a nor-
mal working shift. Another limitation is that if the operators are immersed
in a task with a heavy load on cognitive processes, the operators tend to
stop verbalising and these di�cult tasks are, paradoxically, often the most
important to have explicated in an elicitation study. Another variant is the
retrospective verbalisation protocol where operators would verbalise after
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completing work, either by watching a video of themselves performing work
or from sheer memory. The limitation with this protocol is that operators
might not remember exactly what they were thinking and thus start con-
fabulating, or they might not be honest in order to save face in case they
remember that they made some mistakes.

The distinction between formal education or scientific concepts and in-
formal education or everyday concepts discussed in the Section Learning and
Knowledge Transfer of Chapter 3 can also have an impact on verbalisation
results. Educated participants in psychological experiments often provide
more telling verbal accounts of how they solve a task than less educated par-
ticipants (Scribner & Cole, 1973). This means that the level of education of
your verbaliser could a↵ect both the quality and quantity of verbalisation
data.

Collegial Verbalisation (Paper II)

To handle these limitations, our research group has developed a new form
of verbalisation protocol where we let operators verbalise whilst watching
videos of their colleagues performing work. This we have termed conspective
verbalisation in order to distinguish it from other protocols. This could be
seen as being concurrent verbalising since the operators are verbalising as
events are unravelling. Or, it could be seen as retrospective verbalisation
since operators are verbalising on something that has already happened.
However, it is important to understand that this protocol is a fundamen-
tally di↵erent form of verbalisation since the verbalising operator is another
person than the performing operator. The verbaliser could essentially be a
colleague or a domain expert. This protocol takes care of the issue of being
emotionally invested in verbalising on one’s own behaviour whilst sparing
the verbaliser’s cognitive resources.

This protocol has then been used in conjunction with either a concur-
rent or retrospective protocol to form a compound method called Collegial
Verbalisation. Crucial to this method is using colleagues who share a work
environment, and have done so for many years. It is very important that
verbalisers are well familiar with the workplace environment because the
environment is loaded with situated cues to memories shared between the
operators. When observing colleagues perform work, verbalisers are able to
access generalised memories of being in similar situations and thus explain-
ing what might be going through the mind of their colleagues (Figure 4.1).
These verbal reports can then be compared with verbalisation reports of
the target operator and these data in conjunction creates a amore objective
view of the work tasks than any of the constituent verbalisation techniques
do alone.
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Figure 4.1: The compound Collegial Verbalisation method

The memory model behind this compound protocol is depicted in Figure
4.2. The idea is that operators are acting on stimuli in their work environ-
ment; this is recorded on video and serves as stimuli for later verbalisers. If
concurrent verbal protocol is used, then the conspective verbalisation ses-
sions are performed with muted recordings. All operators in the di↵erent
verbalisation sessions are well familiar with the work environment. The
whole workplace and worker interaction environment is viewed as a gener-
alised memory in each operator. When a target operator is working, the
specific situation is loaded to working memory and both consolidated to
long-term memory and o✏oaded in the form of a verbal report, if concurrent
verbal protocol is used. If retrospective protocol is used, it can be performed
immediately after the work task has finished and then the specific memory
of the situation will be more readily available to the verbaliser — loaded
from long-term memory with the help of the video recording. The longer
the gap between performance and verbalisation, the more generalised the
memory of the specific situation will become since it will be integrated with
earlier and later, equivalent experiences. With regard to the conspective
protocol, only generalised memories of similar situations will be available
to the verbaliser since this person has not actually experienced the specific
situation first-hand. Instead, data in the form of educated speculations of
a colleague’s behaviour will be collected and compared between di↵erent
verbalisers.
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Figure 4.2: Joint memory based in experience of similar environmental interactions





Chapter 5

The Narrow Straits

“The focal event is placed on center stage, while
context constitutes the stage itself.”

Goodwin and Duranti (1992, p. 9)

Great care must be taken when working in the narrow straits of our re-
search ‘labs’. The understanding of a user’s domain will always be limited
and when we are away from stakeholders as well as actual users and the
target environment, it is easy to produce a system using short cuts and
only implementing features that handle the most common situations and
tasks a user encounter, leaving the system vulnerable to contingencies. To
exemplify some problems, we will take a look at some research conducted
on human reasoning in the lab. This gives an insight both to how humans
reason but also to some strange e↵ects that rarely occurs outside the lab
and enlightens why system development can go horribly wrong when the
developer has abstracted away too far from reality.

Reasoning in the Lab

There is a large body of research within judgement and decision making
carried out in the lab. Researchers often conclude from the results of such
experiments that human reasoning is flawed and tainted by numerous cog-
nitive biases. A bias is a tendency to consistently reason in a certain way
which contradicts rules of formal logic or statistical probability.

For example, Peter Wason discovered what he termed confirmation bias
after he conducted an experiment with the so called 2-4-6 problem (1960).
This is a rule discovery task where the participants’ task is to find an under-
lying rule for a given triad of numbers. First participants are given the triad
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(e.g., 2, 4, and 6) and are asked to collect evidence of the rule by provid-
ing the experimenter with other sets of number triads. The experimenter
will then verify or deny whether a given triad follows the experimenter’s
confabulated rule. When participants feel that they have collected enough
evidence they then explicate the rule. Participants quickly finds a pattern
in the numbers but the problem is that they tend to only confirm their
hypothesised rule by providing triads that follow this rule. This results in
participants often giving the explanation that the underlying rule is three
numbers where 2 is added to the previous number. However, the experi-
menter’s rule is actually any three numbers in ascending order. The only
way a participant can discover this rule is by providing a triad of numbers
that do not comply with their own rule (e.g., 1, 5, and 7). This would still
follow the experimenter’s rule and thus the participants would gain valuable
information in order to reject their hypothesised rule and formulate a new
hypothesis.

Another famous example of cognitive bias was discovered by Tversky
and Kahneman (1981) through numerous experiments on what they call the
conjunction fallacy. The most famous version of this experiment is the so
called Linda problem where a description of a fictitious person outlining
how Linda majored in philosophy and was concerned with issues of dis-
crimination and social injustice. The participants are then given a list of
possible things Linda is involved in today, such as that she is a teacher, so-
cial worker, or that she is a member of the League of Women Voters. Along
with these alternatives are also the option whether Linda is active in the
feminist movement, and the option that she is a bank teller and active in the
feminist movement. The participants’ task is to rank these options in order
of what is more probable. What participants tend to do is to rank Linda as
a bank teller and active in the feminist movement higher than Linda being
only active in the feminist movement. From a probability point of view, this
result is somewhat surprising since it cannot be more probable that Linda
would be both a bank teller and active in the feminist movement rather than
just active in the feminist movement.

Some 100 more biases have been discovered over the years through
decision-making, memory, and social psychology research, such as the base
rate fallacy, anchoring bias, IKEA e↵ect, and loss aversion to name a few.

Wason Selection Task

One of the most investigated tasks within problem-solving is Wasons’s Selec-
tion Task. It was originally conducted as a small study by Wason (1966). It
turned out to be a quite di�cult task for participants and the results of the
task are still not fully understood. This reasoning task has been reproduced
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and redesigned in a multitude of variations since, giving disparate and con-
flicting results on human reasoning. It is a task of formal, logical reasoning
of the form: P �! Q, where P and Q are abstract terms which are usually
represented by letters and numbers. The idea is to see whether participants
can derive the syllogism by evaluating both modus ponens (P ) Q) and
modus tollens (¬Q ) ¬P ) of the premise.

The most common form of this task is to present participants with a set
of cards which always has a letter on one side and a number on the other
(illustrated in Figure 5.1). Four cards are laid out in front of the participant
depicting a vowel (P ), a consonant (¬P ), an even number (Q), and an odd
number (¬Q). The participant is then provided with the premise: ‘if a card
has a vowel on one side, then it has an even number on the other side’. The
task is to tell the experimenter which card or cards must be turned over in
order to expose the validity of the premise.

The correct answer is to turn the card with the vowel (P ; evaluates
modus ponens) and the card with the odd number (¬Q; evaluates modus
tollens). If there is not an even number on the other side of the vowel card
or if there is a vowel on the other side of the odd number card, the premise
has been falsified. Conversely, if there is an even number on the other side
of the vowel card and if there is not a vowel on the odd number card, the
premise has been verified. For the truth and falsity of the premise, the print
on the other side of the two remaining cards make no di↵erence whatsoever
from a formal logic point of view.

What participants tend to do in this task, however, is to either suggest
only the vowel (P ) card or the vowel (P ) card and the even number (Q)
card. But, the premise does not say anything about what a consonant card
might have on the other side which means that turning the even number
card and finding a consonant does not falsify the premise.

Providing Context

In 1971, Wason and Shapiro replicated the the original study showing no
results of participants logical reasoning even when they were given prac-
tice rounds of logical syllogisms beforehand. However, in the study they
did a variation where participants were given the rule: ‘every time I go to
Manchester I travel by car’ and the four cards now consisted of a form of
transportation on one side and a city name on the other. In this version,
participants were more likely to provide the modus tollens (¬Q) response.

Griggs and Cox (1982) devised a version of Wason’s selection task which
provides a theme familiar to the participants. In this version, the cards have
an age on one side and a type of drink on the other. The participant is then
provided with this premise instead: ‘if a person is drinking beer, then the
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N 18A
Figure 5.1: An example of the setup in Wason’s selection task

person must be over 19 years of age’. Participants are also instructed that
they are police o�cers whose job is to make sure people abide to this rule.
In this version of the task, the majority of participants were able to solve
the syllogism correctly.

Evans (1989) made a thorough review of di↵erent versions of the task
available in the literature to that day. He makes a distinction between
form, content, and context. Form is the abstracted, formal logic of the task
whilst content is the parts we fill the task with (e.g., letters and numbers
or ages and drinks). Context he consider to be the background information
or experimental instructions related to the content. If the context, in his
terms, is something the participant is familiar with, the task becomes easier
to accomplish.

There are several examples where experiments of reasoning, decision-
making, and problem-solving have been reproduced with altered instructions
resulting in mitigation of cognitive biases. For example, the conjunction
fallacy can be mitigated by asking people to reason by frequencies rather
than probability. In the Linda problem, if asked to answer how many out
of 100 people matching Linda’s description would match with each of the
provided options, participants tend to provide a larger frequency for the
option of being only an active feminist than being both a bank teller and
an active feminist (Fiedler, 1988).

What this shows is the importance of relevant information available for
a problem-solver to formulate a context in which the problem can be solved
more e↵ectively. What this implies for the possibility of a designer to con-
struct a workable system is that relevant information must be obtained from
a variety of target environments in order to form a valid representation of the
problem domain. How problems are represented is crucial for the possibility
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of solving problems because it has a strong influence on the problem-solvers
cognition (Zhang & Norman, 1994).

For designers, this implies that they need to be able to formulate a
representative context of a problem domain by getting close to target en-
vironments to elicit valuable information in order to build a useful and us-
able system. Sometimes, however, target environments might not be within
reach. The designer then has to find methods to get as close to the problem
domain as possible.

Developing for a Future World (Paper III)

When developing systems in completely new domains or domains which
are being revolutionised, target environments are unknown territory. In
working with developing a human-machine interface for an automated long-
haul truck (Krupenia et al., 2014), me and my colleagues ran into issues
when trying to understand possible strategies that a future driver might use
to manage everyday working tasks. In order to find possible work strategies,
one has to understand the work domain. However, when it comes to future
systems which revolutionises the work domain, the impact the new system
has on the work domain is di�cult to anticipate. In these circumstances,
researchers are at risk of ending up in a ‘catch 22’ situation where the work
domain is needed in order to develop a product but in order to understand
the impact the product has on the work domain, the product itself must
exist in some form.

Strategies Analysis

Throughout the project we employed the Cognitive Work Analysis (CWA)
framework (Vicente, 1999). We modelled the current work domain of cargo
delivery with long-haul trucks throughout the initial stages of the frame-
work. However, when we came to what is called the Strategies Analysis
phase, we suddenly hit a road bump when trying to weed out strategies for
performing tasks identified in the previous work with the framework. The
idea of the strategies analysis is to elicit as many safe strategies as possi-
ble for performing a certain task. This in order to reduce possibilities of
the future system to constrain the operators as a means to facilitate system
resilience in case of detrimental contingencies.

The problem we encountered was that the future system is meant to be a
highly automated, self-driving vehicle. This means that, even though there
is little di↵erence in the overall tasks that the entire socio-technical system
is meant to perform in the future compared to today, responsibility to fulfil
these tasks is shifting drastically when high automation is introduced. Thus,
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the operators’ work will consist more of monitoring and less of driving. To
further complicate a strategies analysis, handover and takeover of driving
and other tasks should be flexible so that the operator can assume control
in case of an emergency.

Formative Approach

To follow through with the analysis, we decided to adopt a formative strate-
gies analysis devised by Hassall and Sanderson (2014). This method is a
means to envision work strategies by using domain-independent categories
based mainly on knowledge of human cognition. The authors provide strat-
egy categories identified through an extensive literature review of works
related to human cognition. The authors’ categories were (1) intuitive, (2)
analytical reasoning, (3) compliance, (4) option-based, (5) imitation, (6)
avoidance, (7) cue-based, and (8) arbitrary-choice. These categories are
then meant to be populated with as many strategies as possible for tasks
discovered through previous activities in the CWA framework. Once these
strategies are defined, the researcher tries to identify factors that may a↵ect
these strategies as well as factors that prompts each strategy.

In our project, we identified strategies through three workshops with a
total of 15 long-haul truck drivers using the 8 strategy categories provided
by Hassall and Sanderson. The workshops were conducted in front of a
whiteboard where we projected familiar scenarios from truck driving, draw-
ing interface ideas on these projected scenarios, contemplating modifications
to the interface whilst discussing strategies of various tasks to be performed
with a highly automated truck. We discussed present strategies to achieve
work tasks and jointly elaborated on possible future strategies.

Conclusion

If you consider the experimenter trying to condition a rodent in a laboratory
as discussed in Chapter 3, it is the experimenter that formulates the context.
The experimenter considers light and lever to be the only stimulus relevant in
the experiment. To the rat, however, everything available in its environment
is a stimulus. This is a crucial illustration of the di↵erence between context
and environment. As a designer when you are in your design ‘lab’, you are
not much di↵erent from the experimenter.

When information is scarce, the formulation of context is largely in the
hands of your personal biases. The 2-4-6 task shows the importance of posing
the right questions and the need to falsify ones hypotheses (Popper, 1959)
in order to overcome confirmation bias and reveal crucial information. This
is highly relevant for any designer. Woods (1998) has argued for the need
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to treat any design as a hypothesis since “products and prototypes embody
hypotheses about what would be useful” (p. 168). Woods points to the
representation e↵ect on problem-solvers cognition as exemplified through
empirical findings discussed in the present chapter and how this then in-
fluences the ability to use a particular product or system depending on its
design.

In our work within the MODAS project discussed above, we had trouble
getting to an actual user environment. This was handled by using actual
drivers for knowledge elicitation as well as constructing a simulator in which
we could get as close to a future world as possible. In our strategies analysis
we also used images representing di�cult driving environments such as steep
hills or highly tra�cked motorways. These stimuli are of course lacking
in many modalities which would normally be present in reality, but the
simulator and scenario images should at least help drivers think about more
concrete situations, making them more able to reason about what would be
considered helpful design solutions for a future, highly automated vehicle.

In the title of Paper III, we refer to ‘context-free strategy categories’.
Now, the question here is whether anything can actually be context-free.
What we were having trouble with in the project was the ability to formulate
representative contexts due to the fact that we could not observe or interview
any user to get to any actual target environments. I would rather consider
that the strategy categories we employed were domain independent since I
do not think that a problem-solver can actually think of a problem without a
context. If there is not enough environmental information to base a context
on, information stored in memory will be utilised instead aided by biases in
formulating a workable context leading the problem-solver to strategies for
producing a solution.
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Discussion

“Something is context because of the way it is
used in interpretation, not due to its inherent
properties”

Winograd (2001, p. 405)

A theory of human-computer interaction is nothing short of a theory of in-
teraction with reality. Understanding interaction will be a crucial key in
understanding phenomenal consciousness. With noumenal reality we nego-
tiate borders of interaction, I contend that there is no di↵erence between
human-computer interaction and human-human interaction or even human-
cloth interaction. We make a distinction in the interaction only because
with some noumenal objects, the negotiation of rules how to interact is ever
on-going, whilst with other noumenal ojbects the negotiation is finished be-
fore it even starts. When interacting with a piece of cloth, I early establish
the boundaries of my interaction because this noumenal object’s behaviour
is easily theorised and thus it behaves consistently with expected hypotheses
of its use. Humans, on the other hand, are not as consistent in how they
behave towards my actions (be they words or punches) and thus we con-
stantly renegotiate our interactive boundaries. Now, computers is a special
sort of interaction only because it is in the realm between interacting with
a cloth and a human. A computer is in some respects as advanced as hu-
mans but as communicative as cloths which makes interpretation of current
states impenetrable and that has detrimental e↵ects on this communicative
negotiation.

Finding and defining precise terms is a necessity for a proper nomen-
clature within a scientific field and the foundation of clear communication.
I had a seminar on context recently where one of the participants of the
seminar said that we have a better word than ‘context’ in Swedish: what
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(a) Circle representing
a wheel

(b) Car composed of
primitive shapes

(c) Illustration of a
wheel

Figure 6.1: Di↵erent abstraction levels of a wheel

we call ‘sammanhang’ (from the german word ‘Zusammenhang’). This word
gives Swedish speakers a more intuitive sense of what the word is meant to
describe, because its constituents a↵ords the use of the term. ‘Sammanhang’
is a compound of ‘together’ and ‘hanging’ (i.e, concepts are ‘hung together’),
you instinctively know what the speaker means by hearing the term because
you understand its constituents. The term ‘context’, on the other hand,
does not a↵ord the same intuitive sense to a Swede because it does not o↵er
the same intuitive sense of its constituents since the Swedish language root
is is Gemanic and not Italic.1 However, to someone familiar with the origin
of the term ‘context’ (i.e., derived from manufacturing textiles by combin-
ing individual threads to form a whole larger than the sum of its parts)
you realise that the terms have exactly the same connotations and this will
make understanding of the term clearer. In this sense, learning about its
Latin origin helps you develop the context of the term itself. Context is
thus crucial for formation of memories, because it tells you in what box to
categorise a newly learnt fact, whilst incoming, raw and noisy data is what
chooses the boxes stored in your memory and make them available to you.

Who Provides the Context?

This is why it is so easy for us to substitute the map for the territory
and think that context is part of the noumenal reality and thus something
situated in our environments. Take a look at Figure 6.1a. What do you
see? Well nothing more than a circle you might argue. Take a look at only
the circle in Figure 6.1b, what do you see? All people I have asked thus far
consider this circle to be a wheel. In trying pointing to a specific part in
this picture I invoke a problem-solving goal for you. Now what you probably

1The word ‘germane’ is an interesting example here. It means ‘relevant to a subject
under consideration’ where the root is obviously the same as the word for the country
Germany. I suspect that this has to do with the fact that English is by root a Germanic
language. In this tautological word lies the meaning that it is in the German language
(context) you have too look in order to find meaning to the use of some words.
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saw first was a car. I have tried to show this picture to colleagues and a
few times people instinctively say: ‘it’s a car’, even though I specifically and
distinctly only point to the circle in the image by tracing it with my finger
whilst asking what it is. You see, it is impossible not to consider all incoming
data as a whole and once you have the whole you can determine the parts.
When the whole is learnt it cannot be un-learned. This means that a circle
found in that particular position on what resembles a car (or a wagon, or
a trailer) must reasonably be a wheel. We have long since established that
context matters and this example (and the examples of ambiguous symbols
in Figure 2.1) makes it easy to conclude that context is something we take in
from the environment. But consider then Figure 6.1c. Is it not obvious that
this is a wheel? If we use a standard definition of ‘context’ that you place
something in focus and everything around it is context. How does context
help you here? There are no cars, no tra�c, very little which we relate to a
‘wheel context’ on this page. There is nothing but white paper and printed
ink surrounding the wheel, so how do you know it is a wheel?

Well, it is not that which is around it in noumenal reality which is
important, but that which is around it in your phenomenal reality. Context
is all ideas and concepts mentally connected to the incoming stimuli. So why
do you not instinctively think of a circle when admiring Figure 6.1c? That
is because context is not that which reality o↵ers you, it is that which you
bring to the table. When you see the wheel, you will be brining in memories
that fit the incoming data in relation to previous experiences. You have
only ever seen this phenomenal object (or symbol representing the specific
noumenal object) on vehicles, most often cars. You will automatically think
of a car wheel, because the symbol is strongly coupled with the concept of
cars. A circle, on the other hand, you have seen in relation to a multitude of
noumenal objects, and therefore you can be very creative in choosing how
to interpret this symbol in deciding which context to relate it to. Thinking
of the metaphor of context as a box: a specific wheel fits in one box which
in turn is placed in the box of circles containing many boxes of circular,
phenomenal objects.

Goal-Dependence

Alfred Yarbus was pioneering in the field of eye tracking. In his now seminal
work on top-down, cognitive processing he presented participants with a
picture of the painting An Unexpected Visitor by Ilya Repin. He then gave
participants verbalisation tasks such as ‘give the ages of the people shown
in the picture’ and ‘surmise what the family was doing before the arrival
of the unexpected visitor’ (Yarbus, 1967). Each task resulted in distinct
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eye movement patterns in the participants. When asked to give the age
of the portrayed individuals, fixations were essentially on nothing but the
individuals’ faces whilst when explicating what had been happening before
the arrival of the visitor, participants tended to fixate on objects drawn on
the table in the painting. Yarbus voices that “during perception many of
the elements of the picture are not perceived by foveal vision. [...] Foveal
vision is reserved mainly for those elements containing essential information
needed by the observer during perception.” (Yarbus, 1967, p. 196).

In collecting information about the individuals’ ages, very few re-fixations
on faces were observed. However, when given the task ‘estimate how long
the unexpected visitor has been away from the family’, saccades were reiter-
ated and fixations made many times on faces. What I suspect is happening
is that participants are homing in on the answer in interpreting facial ex-
pressions through a sort of hypotheses formulation and testing procedure.
By considering di↵erent time lengths as underlying hypotheses, the observer
can perform hypothesis testing against supposed relevant facial data in or-
der to assess the validity of each hypothesis of how long the visitor has been
away.

What this study of process-tracing illustrates is that as humans we are
goal-oriented in how we collect information from available cues in our en-
vironments. We do not haphazardly take in any and all data, but instead
focus our attention on what we consider relevant, perceptual chunks of the
environment. In this study, I would argue that people formulated contexts
in which the tasks could be solved by purposely focusing attention on what
they considered relevant for each posed problem. These findings points to
the necessity of a goal for context formulation.

Foundation of Attention

Context, in colloquial sense, really only means ‘entirety’. Context is a model
of reality, if a context is perfectly implemented it is no longer a model but
reality itself. Context can thus be defined as a mental model of relevant
aspects of an environment given a specified goal. When acting directly with
the environment, we do so from pre-conceived expectations on the environ-
ment. When these expectations are not met, we need to recreate events to
understand where the discrepancy occurred. This recreation of environmen-
tal events is a dynamic, mental process; a simulation which builds up what
we call ‘context’. Thus, we are not part of a context but instead we are
mentally situated in the environment, but we have the ability to mentally
simulate events using concepts we have encountered in the environment and
stored in long-term memory. Furthermore, when we are engaging with re-
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ality, context helps us extract vital information present. This has been well
illustrated in experiments of inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock, 1998).
In the most famous experiment (Simons & Chabris, 1999), participants are
watching a video of two teams of people in either black or white t-shirts
and asked to keep track of aerial and bounce passes made within one of the
teams. In the video, a woman appears either with an umbrella or dressed
in a gorilla suit. When mentally engaged in the counting task 50 % of the
participants did not take notice of the woman. This suggests that partici-
pants have formulated a specific task context in which vital data from the
surrounding is made perceptually available in relation to the stipulated task
goal and the rest is pretty much ignored.

My understanding is that context is not something we are a part of, but
rather something we create mentally in relation a specific goal. Determina-
tion of something ambiguous thus comes from top-down processes related
to a goal. I believe context has been wrongly interpreted in HCI as that
which a user is situated in and which a product is being used in. I suggest
instead a separation between the user environment and the user context.
The user environment is what a specific individual is situated in and that
which we would like to understand. A context on the other hand is some-
thing which human problem-solvers instantiate, in the case of designers it
would be a generalised, mental representation of the user environments (i.e.,
a usage domain) which guides designers to make informed design decisions.
Contextualisation is thus a generalised function of all intelligent agents able
to solve problems; I view it as a fundamental part of problem-solving and
decision making.

Context, in this sense, is fundamental to attention. Context facilitates
making sense of unstructured data, building comprehensible percepts out
of ambiguous sense data. Context can be viewed as a fabric of concepts
determining the boundaries of what concepts to be made available men-
tally. These intertwined concepts are imprints of real, experienced noumena
forming a base for what to expect in engagement with reality. Context
can thus be viewed similarly to a script for your behaviour; in this sense
context is a loosely defined algorithm driving attention and action. When
a goal is formulated then relevant concepts have been woven together and
through this conceptual fabric, both mental simulations and behaviour can
be driven in a sort of suspended algorithm which is dynamically executed
and re-written on the fly in response to environmental fluctuations. Context
therefore facilitates interaction between mind and matter in bridging top-
down and bottom-up processes. Problem formulation is the way in which a
context is mentally loaded and the task goal is that which determines what
details will be made consciously available through perceptual processing of
chaotic sensory data.
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Figure 6.2: An incomprehensible word

Reifying Context for the Reader

The ideas of Baars (1988) with regard to context, is the closest to the way
I interpret the term with a slight modification. I do not agree with that
context is something we are not conscious of. Granted, the processes by
which reality presents the context is unknown to me, but the resulting e↵ect
is very much consciously available. We make these contexts available by
collecting data available in reality. A context is just as important to a user
as it is to a developer. In order to fully comprehend possible user tasks, we
must immerse ourselves in the domain of our user which allows for context
formation.

Context can be considered to be the colloquial term for the sensation
of having a neural network and the folk psychological theory of memory
formation we could call contextualisation (i.e., data interpretation). Context
is a memory structure; when you have no context, you cannot formulate
hypotheses of how incoming, ambiguous data should be categorised. But,
as soon as you have a context, interpretation becomes easier because it fits
with previously collected data and you can fit this new data in the structure
which let you formulate your hypothesis. Let me illustrate with an example.
Take your time and study what is illustrated in Figure 6.2. What is it? The
closest thing you can think of that it remotely resembles is a word. But
which word is it? In using a metaphor, you open di↵erent boxes to see
where this incoming data fits. You found the box of words and it seems to
fit there, but is it really a word and in that case what words fit. Does a word
such as ‘nicant’, for example, exist? There sure is something called ‘picant’,
but is that first letter really a ‘p’?

Now, take a look at Figure 6.3. What does it say? It is not very easy
to decipher but I am still to come across a person who is not able to read
and comprehend this excerpt from a sentence. Now look back at Figure
6.2, is the incoming data easier to interpret now? Once you have learnt to
interpret data, this memory cannot be undone. You spent time looking at
the word and forming hypotheses, these hypotheses fly out the window as
you experienced this data together with other incoming data that together
makes sense; it fits. This will help you interpret what is printed in Figure
6.2 for a good part of you life.

The more experience you gain with similar noumena the quicker you
can categorise incoming phenomenal data and the more automated your
behaviour becomes. When reading the excerpted phrase in Figure 6.3, the
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word just popped out because you made it available through previous knowl-
edge of how the word is usually paired with other words. When you then
went back and looked at only the word in Figure 6.2, these newly formed
structures instantly led you to interpret the word. Activation of more rel-
evant neural structures happens as more data accumulates and finally you
strike proverbial gold. This example is as pure a phenomenal experience of
memory formation and recall if ever there was one.

Conclusion

Do we really need HCI? Do people not learn systems just by being exposed
to them? Context could be likened with ‘categorised experiences’. Building
context can be considered the acquisition of richer concepts, describing ex-
perience with words, which is the same as what we call knowledge or as I
prefer it, discovery of the noumenal world. I think with HCI we have created
a non-problem. People learn how to use technology if they value the goals
it delivers. Learning is just adapting to noumenal objects and therefore us-
ability might not really be the real problem, but instead it might be peoples
fears of not succeeding in the interaction.
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Figure 6.3: Comprehensible phrase



Epilogue

My experiences are di↵erent from yours, but by communicating how I expe-
rience something, we together formulate an pseudo-objective view of reality
by collecting data from each others perceptual experiences of noumenal re-
ality. I have, in this thesis, exposed my ignorance for you to scrutinise. I am
fully aware that I have taken the concept of context to an extreme and the
only way for me to learn is to see how this idea is handled in the scientific
community in order to expose its flaws. By doing that, a negotiation starts
between me and my peers where other extreme views of the concept helps
me create the borders of the concept in a conceptual space. By getting feed-
back in working towards the goal of pinning down a concept, I adjust my
view and you adjust yours in a discriminatory process which lets me know
what notions to stay with and what notions to refute. As a metaphor, you
can consider ideas to be cells which divide themselves to form a structure,
when talking about ideas and how to categorise them, a conceptual struc-
ture formulates. This is why ‘stupid questions’ are fundamental to learning
because it propels learning faster in that you immediately trim your notion
of a an idea vastly when being educated by someone’s response. The more
I understand the world, the more I can seize opportunities in reality.

To perceive is to gain knowledge, and action is to practice theories in
order to understand. This means that to teach is to gain understanding
whilst to learn is acquire knowledge. Knowledge has to do with trimming
motor behaviour to incoming perceptual experiences in an automation pro-
cess. Understanding has to do with prediction of reality, it is our cognitive,
top-down processes testing hypotheses drawn from our knowledge source of
perceptual memories gained through knowledge. The ultimate goal of living
and the meaning of life, for me, is learning. Learning is the method of life
where survival is the goal. Learning I define as adaptation to reality, and
the goal is to resonate with reality because that is how I define survival. An
organism incapable of resonating in crucial aspects with reality is destined
for a dirt nap. If you are afraid to be stupid, then you are also afraid to
learn. When we do not dare to expose our ignorance we become victims to
ignorance which is the su↵ocation of knowledge and death of understand-

53
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ing. For long, we have got the relationship between teacher and student
only partially right because it is not a one-way relationship. As students we
gain knowledge from teachers and as teachers we gain understanding from
students; all in the institution of answering ‘stupid questions’ that we call
school. It is in the realm where theory interacts with practice that learning
takes place and in which consciousness thrives. A quiet classroom is a waste
land; a non-fertile ground in which seeds of knowledge cannot grow.
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Educational software in the form of games or so called “computer assisted intervention” for
young children has become increasingly common receiving a growing interest and support.
Currently there are, for instance, more than 1,000 iPad apps tagged for preschool. Thus, it
has become increasingly important to empirically investigate whether these kinds of software
actually provide educational benefits for such young children. The study presented in the
present article investigated whether preschoolers have the cognitive capabilities necessary to
benefit from a teachable-agent-based game of which pedagogical benefits have been shown for
older children. The role of executive functions in children’s attention was explored by letting
36 preschoolers (3;9—6;3 years) play a teachable-agent-based educational game and measure
their capabilities to maintain focus on pedagogically relevant screen events in the presence
of competing visual stimuli. Even though the participants did not succeed very well in an
inhibition pretest, results showed that they nonetheless managed to inhibit distractions during
game-play. It is suggested that the game context acts as a motivator that sca↵olds more mature
cognitive capabilities in young children than they exhibit during a noncontextual standardized
test. The results further indicate gender di↵erences in the development of these capabilities.
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Through the introduction of technology in preschools,
new avenues for facilitating interventions in preschool have
opened up (Clements, 2002; Hu↵stetter, King, Onwueg-
buzie, Schneider, & Powell-Smith, 2010). One important
potential is the facilitation of school readiness for children
who otherwise would be at risk of falling behind once they
start school due to weak preparatory skills, particularly in
early numeracy and literacy (Clements, Sarama, Spitler,
Lange, & Wolfe, 2011; Kendeou, van den Broek, White,
& Lynch, 2007; Morgan, Farkas, & Wu, 2009). In the
present study, we investigate the possibilities of introducing
computer games in a revamped approach of the learning by
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teaching (LBT) paradigm with the use of so called teachable
agents in preschool. The LBT paradigm reverses the role of
the student and lets students become teachers. However, the
question is whether this kind of educational software, that
has been proven pedagogically valuable for school children,
is suitable for children of preschool age. In order to be able
to teach, focus and attention on your tutee is crucial and this
requires a su�cient development of executive control. Fur-
thermore, the preschool is at times a distracting environment
with high levels of noise and other perturbations. Thus, be-
fore investing resources in developing a full-fledged LBT-
game for preschoolers and launching a longitudinal study to
investigate learning e↵ects, there are some crucial and more
basic questions that need to be answered. With this study we
have used a scaled down version of an LBT-game in order to
investigate preschoolers’ ability to inhibit visual distractions.

Need for Empirically Informed Educational Software De-
velopment

The impact of computer usage throughout today’s soci-
ety has also a↵ected preschool curricula in which teaching
of basic technological interaction and use of computers in
education is nowadays encouraged (The Swedish National
Agency for Education, 2011; UNESCO, 2008). Research
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on technology’s impact on children’s health over the past
30 years has produced divergent results. It is suggested that
children in the midst of their cognitive development should
have minimum technological exposure (Council on Commu-
nications and Media, 2010). In a review of neuroscientific
and psychological studies related to children’s exposure to
digital media, Howard-Jones (2011) emphasise that we must
acknowledge the factors which lead to detrimental e↵ects on
the developing brain. He concludes these factors to be (a) vi-
olent media content, (b) excessive use, and (c) late night use.
Studies have shown that these factors can, for some individ-
uals, result in attention disorders, disturbed sleep patterns,
visual strain, and even seizures (Landhuis, Poulton, Welch,
& Hancox, 2007; Page, Cooper, Griew, & Jago, 2010).

However, results pertaining to research on moderate use
of computers and its impact on young children’s learning
and educational development present a more pleasant side.
Children with access to computers at home during preschool
age have been found to perform better on school readiness
as well as motor and cognitive development tasks even when
socioeconomic status is controlled for (fish, et al., 2008; Li
& Atkins, 2004). Computer use in early age has also shown
positive e↵ects on language acquisition (Chera & Wood,
2003; Din & Calao, 2001), social, collaborative problem-
solving (Cardelle-Elawar & Wetzel, 1995; Muller & Perl-
mutter, 1985), and learning motivation (Bergin, Ford, &
Hess, 1993; Liu, 1996; for a review on the e↵ects of media
use on young children’s learning and reasoning, see Lieber-
man, Bates, & So, 2009).

These mixed results leave both preschool teachers and
parents struggling with how to approach the issue of letting
young children interact with technology. Ljung-Djärf (2008),
in a study of attitudes towards computers in three preschools
in Sweden, found that there were three overall attitudes to-
wards computer activities: (a) threatening other activities,
(b) one of many alternative activities, (c) an essential activ-
ity. Preschool personnel tried their best to implement com-
puter use in lines with the preschool curriculum. However,
the choice of computer use was largely left to the child and
it was mostly utilised through play separate from scheduled
and structured activities.

The widespread use of computer-based technology with
young children necessitates that any educational software de-
livers what it promises. However, the Center on Media and
Child Health, USA, claims most educational video games
have not been scientifically tested and thus advises parents
to use their best judgement (CMCH, 2008). It is firmly be-
lieved that computers can be a valuable asset in preschool
education, especially as a tool to help children who other-
wise would be at risk falling behind once they start school.
In order for computers to become powerful educational tools,
software development must be informed by educational and
developmental research on young children, and the resulting

products must be subjected to empirical investigation.

Advantages of Intervention in Preschool

Studies of school readiness have reported large individual
di↵erences among children with regard to both literacy and
numeracy skills (Aunio, Hautamäki, Sajaniemi, & Van Luit,
2009; Jordan, Kaplan, Ramineni, & Locuniak, 2009). To en-
sure preschool children do not lag behind, it is important to
consider ways to support children and help them overcome
potential risks of starting school with an initial disadvantage
(Denton & West, 2002; Gri�n & Case, 1997; Locuniak &
Jordan, 2008; Räsänen, Salminen, Wilson, Aunio, & De-
haene, 2009; Wilson, Dehaene, Dubois, & Fayol, 2009). The
majority of children who enters school with early language
and math di�culties are low-performers whose deficiencies
stem from external factors, such as low socio-economic sta-
tus (SES) and low exposure and training at home and at
preschool (Denton & West, 2002; Jordan, Kaplan, Nabors
Oláh, & Locuniak, 2006). Without intervention, these chil-
dren are likely to remain low-performers throughout school
(Jordan, Kaplan, Ramineni, & Locuniak, 2009; Kendeou,
van den Broek, White, & Lynch, 2007; Mononen, Aunio,
Koponen, & Aro, 2014). However, preschools are under-
sta↵ed in many countries and preschool teachers often feel
overloaded by what is already required from them in their ev-
eryday activities (Bullough, Hall-Kenyon, MacKay, & Mar-
shall, 2014).

Here educational software harbours a potential with re-
spect both to scaling-up and enabling intervention with rea-
sonable time investment by teachers. Indeed some educa-
tional software can be used with little instruction, and teach-
ers may be allowed to focus on one group of children while
simultaneously being sure that another group of children is
engaged in fun, meaningful activities whilst learning (Praet
& Desoete, 2014). However, returning to a previous point,
the pedagogic quality of much educational software is low.
In order to benefit young children at preschool the educa-
tional software that is used must be of high quality as well as
be proven pedagogically valuable for the age group in ques-
tion. The study presented in this article involves a kind of
educational software game proven educationally valuable for
school children and investigates whether it can also be suit-
able for younger children.

Computer-Based Learning-by-Teaching

Educational benefits from LBT have been known since the
early eighties through the seminal work of Bargh and Schul
(1980). This paradigm reverses the roles by letting students
become tutors in order to teach their peers. In the present
paper, an explorative study is presented which investigates
cognitive prerequisites in preschoolers with respect to a dig-
ital LBT game developed for this age group. The reason for
this venture is that the LBT paradigm has demonstrated great
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pedagogical advantages for school children. Children who
take the role as tutors show an increase in e↵ort compared
to when they learn for themselves. The e↵ort is evidenced
through the children spending more time on learning materi-
als and also by them analysing the material more thoroughly
(Bargh & Schul, 1980; Martin & Schwartz, 2009). This in-
creased e↵ort seems to arise from motivational mechanisms
(Benware & Deci, 1984). Working with learning material in
order to teach others seem to bring about feelings of responsi-
bility and meaningfulness of the task (Bargh & Schul, 1980)
leading to positive e↵ects on self-e�cacy beliefs (Moores,
Chang, & Smith, 2006), that is, the belief in one’s own com-
petence within a given domain. Self-e�cacy beliefs in fact
turn out to positively correlate with actual accomplishments
(Pajares & Graham, 1999). A proposed major factor of the
benefits of the LBT approach is that it stimulates metacogni-
tion (flavell, 1979), in other words, reflective thinking about
problem-solving and one’s own learning (Schwartz, et al.,
2009).

In recent years, digital implementations of the LBT
paradigm have seen light in the form of educational games
involving teachable agents (TA; Brophy, Biswas, Katzl-
berger, Bransford, & Schwartz, 1999). A TA is in essence
an artificial intelligence algorithm that ensures that the be-
haviour of this digital representation of a tutee over time re-
flects how it is being taught by the human student so that the
digital tutee indeed appears to learn. This form of pedagogi-
cal software, in line with research on the traditional form of
LBT, has proven powerful for school children aged 8 years
and upwards, both in terms of learning outcomes and moti-
vational e↵ects (Biswas, Leelawong, Schwartz, Vye, & The
Teachable Agents Group at Vanderbilt, 2005; Ogan, et al.,
2012; Pareto, Haake, Lindström, Sjödén, & Gulz, 2012).

This human-to-digital-tutee version of LBT has three
unique advantages over non-digital LBT: (a) all children can
be teachers, this includes those that are not naturally inclined
to take such a role because they either feel less knowledge-
able than their peers, or due to feelings of low self-e�cacy;
(b) the child who teaches can automatically be matched with
the digital tutee to ensure an adequate challenge for each
child tutor. To obtain this kind of match in human-to-human
peer learning is often di�cult due to that a large di↵erence
in competence between tutee and tutor results in non-optimal
learning benefits; lastly, (c) no human tutee will su↵er from
a poor tutor, which can occur and be experienced as an in-
justice problem when LBT-inspired pedagogies are used in a
group of students. The body of research that provides ev-
idence for the educational benefits of the digital LBT ap-
proach has had a focus on pupils aged between 8 and 14
(Biswas, et al., 2005; Gulz, Haake, & Silvervarg, 2011; Kim,
et al., 2006; Wagster, Tan, Wu, Biswas, & Schwartz, 2007).
Whether the benefits of a digital LBT-game can be gener-
alised to preschoolers is an open question. In particular,

the less developed executive functions in preschool children
bring about doubt.

The term “executive functions” is an umbrella term for a
multitude of di↵erent cognitive processes which facilitates
top-down control in individuals (Diamond, 2013) and is a
vital component of school readiness and academic achieve-
ment (Blair & Razza, 2007; Borella, Carretti, & Pelegrina,
2010; Zaitchik, Iqbal, & Carey, 2014). The focus of the
present study was on top-down guidance or control of at-
tention, more specifically sustained attention and inhibition.
Sustained attention refers to the ability to remain alert and
maintain attention on the designated task. In order to enable
such focus of attention, one has to be able to suppress ele-
ments that are competing for attention; this is handled by in-
hibitory processes. Several researchers consider inhibition to
be a primary executive control function (Burgess, Alderman,
Evans, Emslie, & Wilson, 1998; Garavan, 2002; Norman &
Shallice, 2000).

In order to fully benefit from LBT software that includes a
digital tutee, children, in their role as teachers, must be able
to pay su�cient attention to their tutee’s actions and learning
(Okita & Schwartz, 2013). An adequate level of attention
and focus retention requires a certain developmental level
with respect to executive functions, such as attentional and
inhibitory capabilities. There is an intense developmental
period of executive functions during preschool age (Perner
& Lang, 1999) and this suggests that executive functions will
not be as well developed in 3- to 6-year-olds as compared to
8-year-olds. Consequently, an educational game based upon
the idea that preschool children should teach and instruct –
and pay close attention to – a digital tutee may not necessar-
ily work out well.

Although, a study by Gelman and Meck (1983) showed
that children aged 3-5 were able to detect errors when a
puppet performed a counting task, even when the numbers
exceeded the children’s explicit counting range. The study
suggested that the children have implicit knowledge of num-
bers exceeding their apparent count limit, but due to perfor-
mance demands they cannot explicate this. By observing
someone else counting, the children can free up cognitive re-
sources and therefore more easily reflect upon errors. Thus,
this provides good reason for tailoring LBT-based games to
preschoolers in order to alleviate cognitive strains. It is also
important to emphasise that executive abilities are gradually
developed (Levin, Culhane, Hartmann, Evankovich, & Matt-
son, 1991; Wellman & Liu, 2004).

The scientific opinion of young children’s cognitive ca-
pabilities has repeatedly been revised throughout history.
This is usually mediated through the introduction of novel
methods and techniques, and more often than not, children
turn out to be more cognitively able than previously as-
sumed. Surprising results have been found in preschool-
ers’ moral reasoning (Hong, 2004); infants appeal to mental
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states (Baillargeon & Onishi, 2005; Southgate, Chavallier, &
Csibra, 2010); and young children’s selective attention and
memory encoding e�cacy (Blumberg & Torenberg, 2003;
Markant & Amso, 2014). These results elucidate the fact
that cognition does not exist in a vacuum. Especially in ed-
ucational environments, skills and abilities emerge through
contextual framing which acts as a sca↵old for enhancing
cognitive behaviour.

Digital learning games can provide this type of contextual
sca↵old as recently shown by Chin, Dohmen, and Schwartz
(2013). Departing from Piaget’s prevalent claim that 9- to
10-year-olds are not developmentally mature to reason about
hierarchical relations and inheritance in taxonomies, results
of their study showed that this was only true for traditional
learning environments. The 9- to 10-year-olds in the study
who had an opportunity to learn the same content by means
of a digital game based on the LBT-pedagogy were able to
reason about inheritance in taxonomies. A rich and com-
plex digital game targets di↵erent levels of di�culty as well
as di↵erent learning goals therefore it is impossible to know
before empirical investigation what aspects of a game can
be learnt and mastered given di↵erent developmental levels.
This makes it relevant to empirically investigate to what ex-
tent 3- to 6-year-olds can have the cognitive prerequisites to
pedagogically profit from LBT software.

Distractions in Preschools

The preschool environment is known to be lively with a
plethora of visual and auditory distractions. In conjunction
with less developed executive control in preschoolers, this
might become a hindrance in introducing computer-based
interventions in preschools. Visual distractions have long
been known to be detrimental to preschoolers’ performance
on simple motor tasks (Poyntz, 1933; Somervill, Hill, White,
York, & Hayes, 1978). Computers at preschools are nor-
mally situated in shared spaces where other activities are tak-
ing place; game playing might be a shared activity or other
playing activities might occur around or near the child who is
interacting with the computer. This implies that distractions
might be of great concern especially in relation to the use of
LBT-based games in preschool since players of these games
need to focus on their digital tutee in order to be able to reap
the benefits these games potentially have in store in terms of
intervention programs in preschool.

Aim and Research Questions

Our aim in the present study was to closer examine
preschoolers’ distractibility by bringing an LBT-based edu-
cational game to a preschool. The following two explorative
research questions were formulated:
• Are there preschoolers who can su�ciently focus on

their digital tutee’s actions to inhibit distractions? and if so

• How do their test scores of executive control di↵er from
preschoolers who cannot?

Pre-tests to determine the preschoolers’ sustained atten-
tion and inhibition abilities were administered. Subsequently
we studied the preschoolers’ inclination to be distracted and
lose focus on what was central in an LBT-based game from a
pedagogical design perspective. For this study, distractibility
is defined as time spent gazing at pedagogically irrelevant el-
ements within a time-limited window when focus is needed
on parts relevant to the digital tutee’s display of problem-
solving and learning. Visual distractions were incorporated
into the game in the form of animations in order to measure
the e↵ects it might have on the participants’ attention. The
rationale for using a game to investigate the preschoolers’
level of distractibility is an ecological one with the aim to
get the experiment design as representative as possible to the
actual context of preschoolers interacting with a teachable
agent.

Method

Participants

65 children (34 girls, 31 boys) aged 3;1 to 6;3 from
a preschool in Southern Sweden were given permission
through written consent forms by their guardians to partic-
ipate in the experiment (70 % guardian consent rate). The
particular preschool was selected because it is situated in a
rural area which is representative of Sweden with regard to
level of education and income among its population. In this
municipality, 41 % of the inhabitants have completed higher
education compared to 39 % of the population of Sweden.
The average income is 298k SEK compared to 274k SEK for
the average working Swede. We did not investigate any vari-
ables that might di↵er between families whose children were
allowed to participate and families whose children were not.
Although we cannot exclude the possibility that there were
di↵erences between the groups, it is thought that it may be
attenuated by the nationally very small di↵erences of SES
in Sweden. The preschool houses children from ages 1 to
6 years old and the only criteria for children to participate
were that they had turned 3 years of age. The study was ap-
proved by the Regional Ethical Review Board of Lund (ref.
2013/111).

Procedures and Measures

Each child participated alone in two separate data collec-
tion sessions; one pre-test session about 25 minutes long
and a main test session about 15 minutes long. Data col-
lection was carried out over a period of four weeks in April
2013; two weeks of pre-test data collection and two weeks
of main test data collection. Thus there was a gap of two
weeks between the two sessions for each participant. Both
sessions took place in a room at the child’s department of
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the preschool to which the door could be closed in order
to minimise uncontrollable distractions. During the pre-test
sessions, the participants performed one inhibition and one
sustained attention pre-test task and also played the digital
LBT-game without any distractive animations in order to fa-
miliarise themselves with the game. The rationale for letting
participants get familiar with the game before data collection
of the main task was to make sure that we did not measure
novelty e↵ects. That is, we wanted to make sure that distrac-
tive or attentional behaviour was not induced from curiosity
of the game components themselves. In the main task ses-
sion, the participants played the digital LBT-game with the
distracting visual stimuli.

Data collection was carried out by one experimenter who
was present all through the sessions; no teachers were present
during the sessions. The experimenter spent one day at the
preschool prior to start of the study and was introduced to
the children in order for them to feel familiar with the exper-
imenter. The preschool served lunch at 11:30 am followed
by group reading and relaxation time. All data collection
sessions thus took place sometime between 10:00-11:30 and
13:00-15:00 and teachers were given the task of asking a
child, who had been given parental consent, whether she or
he would like to participate. Thus, no control was exerted
upon time spacing between the two data collection sessions
in favour for the children’s individual availability and auton-
omy.

First pre-test: Inhibition. To measure the ability to in-
hibit irrelevant visual stimuli, an anti-saccade task (Hallet,
1978) embedded in a narrative to appeal to younger par-
ticipants was used. The anti-saccade task is an established
method of measuring inhibition of reflexive motor move-
ments (Antoniades, et al., 2013; Hutton & Ettinger, 2006;
Munoz & Everling, 2004). In this study, a narrative for the
task was created in order for it to be more easily explained
to the target participants; otherwise the procedure mimicked
those of established tests. The task consisted of 24 trials
where two apples were shown on either side of a centred di-
agonal cross on the screen. The participant was instructed to
imagine that the apples belonged to him or her. A cartoon
monster was shown to the participant and it was explained
that this monster would appear and eat one of the apples, and
that the only way to save the other apple was to look at it
and avoid looking at the monster. Participants were asked
to try and save as many apples as they could. This task was
a test of the participants’ inhibitory skills of reflexive mo-
tor movement when presented with visual stimuli, and is a
way to measure the development of executive control with
regard to inhibition. The task was presented on a computer
screen and the children’s eye-movements were tracked using
an SMI RED remote eye tracker sampling at 250 Hz.

Children under the age of 8 have trouble suppressing re-
flexive saccades towards moving stimuli (Munoz & Everling,

2004). As most of the children were unlikely to pass most of
the trials, it was not deemed meaningful to measure this task
in terms of correct and incorrect trials. Instead the measure
was calculated by using time spent avoiding looking at the
monster as a fraction of the monster’s display time.

Second pre-test: Sustained Attention. A traditional
go-no-go paradigm task (Groot, de Sonneville, Stins, &
Boomsma, 2004; Robertson, Manly, Andrade, Baddeley, &
Yiend, 1997) was adopted in order to measure sustained at-
tention. The stimulus was presented on a computer screen
and an external keyboard was used to capture the partici-
pant’s response. Five colours were quasi-randomly displayed
15 times each. Each colour was displayed for 500 ms and
separated by a 100 ms mask. The participant was asked to
press the spacebar of the keyboard each time a new colour
was shown on the screen (60 go-trials) except for when the
colour was blue (15 no-go- trials). Before beginning the task,
all colours one at a time were displayed to the participants
and they were asked to name them in order to make sure that
participants were familiar with the colours and that they did
not have any colour vision deficiencies that could disrupt per-
formance. All participants correctly identified the colours.
The participants were also given a test run of 15 trials after
which the task began.

From the total 75 trials, each participant’s final score was
recorded as (a) hits, i.e., the number of times a participant
withheld pressing the space bar key when the colour blue
was presented; (b) misses, i.e., the number of times a par-
ticipant pressed the space bar key when the colour blue was
presented; (c) correct rejections, i.e., the number of times a
participant pressed the space bar key when any other colour
than blue was presented; and (d) false alarms, i.e., the num-
ber of times a participant withheld pressing the space bar key
when any other colour than blue was presented. With these
scores, a signal-detection sensitivity index — log d1 — was
calculated (Davison & Tustin, 1978). Participants will have
an innate tendency towards being either response prone or
response aversive which will lead to a biased measure if only
hits are used. The calculated measure of log d is a means
to handle this response bias, and was used as the value for
Sustained Attention during the analyses. Generally, d02 is
calculated in order to handle response bias. However, log d is
recommended to use with tests of less than 100 trials (Brown
& White, 2005), this since d0 has a tendency to be positively
biased for tests with a low number of trials (Kadlec, 1999).
In order to handle extreme discriminability (i.e., a participant
managing to score 100 % on either go or no-go trials), Brown
and White’s (2005) recommendations of adding a constant –
.5 in this case – to hits, misses, correct rejections, and false
alarms was adopted.

1log d = 1
2 ⇥ log10

⇣
Hits

Misses ⇥
Correct Re jections

False Alarms

⌘

2d0 = Z
⇣

Hits
Hits+Misses

⌘
� Z
⇣

False Alarms
False Alarms+Correct Re jections

⌘
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Main test: LBT-game with visually distracting stimuli.
The main task consisted of the participants playing the digital
LBT-game Bird Hero – developed in JavaScript and HTML5
by Anderberg, Axelsson, Bengtsson, Håkansson, and Lind-
berg (2013). The game narrative revolves around a flock of
chicks that are blown out of their nests and need help to get
back. The child helps the chicks return home via a lift by
pushing lift buttons (see screen shots in Figure 1). When a
chick presents the number of feathers representing the floor
it lives on, the child’s task is to match this number with one
of eight lift buttons presented at the bottom of the computer
screen. The game consists of four game modes: (a) child
plays, (b) TA watches whilst child plays, (c) child guides
TA who tries to play, and (d) child watches TA play on his
own. The four game modes are depicted in the bottom part of
Figure 1. First, in Game Mode 1, the child alone helped the
chicks to the correct branch by manoeuvring the lift panel.
In Game Mode 2, the TA in the form of a panda introduced
himself and asked whether he could watch in order to later
on be able to help some birds himself. In Game Mode 3, the
TA suggested which lift button should be pressed by present-
ing his choice in a thought bubble. The participant decided
whether the suggestion was correct or incorrect through a
binary choice by pressing a green tick or a red cross respec-
tively. These binary buttons were presented centred at the
bottom of the computer screen and the TA’s thought bubble
did not disappear until the participant pressed one of these
binary buttons. In Game Mode 4, the TA played without any
help from the participant. Participants wore headphones dur-
ing game play in order to be able to listen to the TA and the
birds.

It is important to emphasise that these game modes are not
an experimental manipulation but a concept crucial to LBT-
based games. The Bird Hero game was developed to simu-
late a fully working LBT-game but in a “Wizard-of-Oz”-type
implementation, that is, without any advanced artificial intel-
ligence incorporated, since we are not investigating learning
e↵ects in this particular study but instead how young children
behave with a TA. This is thus, as has been expressed above,
an ecological rationale.

Distractibility manipulation. Throughout the game,
three di↵erent distracting visual stimuli were used in the
form of animations that were irrelevant to game play (Fig-
ure 2): (a) a football rolling across the grass in front of the
TA and the bird, (b) an aeroplane passing by in the back-
ground, and (c) a flickering square, symbolising a program
glitch. These animations were introduced experimentally to
approximate the e↵ects of a noisy environment with task-
irrelevant stimuli under controlled circumstances in order
to measure their influence on children’s attention. Since
the task-irrelevant animations were condensed into an eye-
trackable area, they provided a possibility for measuring dis-
tractibility. The aim was to investigate which participants

were able to inhibit these stimuli and focus their visual at-
tention on the task at hand. The distractive animations were
played in Game Mode 3 and 4 at crucial parts of game play
when the child – in order to pedagogically profit from the
game – would have to concentrate on the TA.

In Game Mode 3, where the TA suggests which button
to press and the child accepts or rejects the suggestion, the
football rolled passed once on the lower part of the screen as
the TA presented his suggestion in the thought bubble in one
of the game rounds. This animation played for 3 seconds.
The animation was played back when the TA made an action
which the participant should attend to. Importantly, in Game
Mode 3 the participant is in control of the game and can look
at the thought bubble any time after the distracting anima-
tion has finished. The distraction in Game Mode 3 serves the
purpose of giving a more general view of how distractions af-
fect the participants by means of comparing two game rounds
where the distracting animation is either present or absent.

In Game Mode 4, in which the child only observed the TA
playing but was not able to act herself, the glitch flickered
in the top left corner of the screen just as the TA made his
choice on the first round (out of two). After the TA had made
his choice, the aeroplane flew past diagonally, entering the
top left corner of the screen. For the second round, the same
two animations were played but in reversed order (i.e. aero-
plane during the TA’s choice and glitch after the TA’s choice).
These animations played for 2 seconds each.

The way the TA made his choice was by moving his hand
horizontally, from left to right, along the eight lift buttons at
the bottom of the computer screen. Once he reached the end
of the screen, he moved his hand back from right to left and
made his selection. His hand then continued all the way to
the left and the hand moved horizontally once more from left
to right and back again and exited the screen on the far left.
The TA’s hand movement across the screen took 2 seconds.
The reason why the TA moves his hand along the lift buttons
twice is so that when the two counterbalanced animations are
played – during and after the TA’s choice – the TA’s hand is
situated at the same spot in order to make the two conditions
as visually similar as possible with the only di↵erence that a
lift button is up or down depending on whether it has been
pressed by the TA or not. The animations were played 1
second before the TA reached the button he was meant to
press (during the TA’s choice) or had recently pressed (after
the TA’s choice). This is a time limited situation where the
TA is in charge of the game and the child can either attend
to the TA’s actions or to the distracting animations – but not
both. An SMI RED remote eye tracker sampling at 250 Hz
was used throughout game play.

Because the game holds many moving elements – which
triggers smooth-pursuit eye movements – fixations could not
be reliably detected. Instead, we used gaze proportions of, or
accumulated gaze time on, areas of interest (AOIs) calculated
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Figure 1. Screen shots of the LBT-game Bird Hero. Top: a picture of the tree with the elevator going up to the bird’s nest.
Bottom: the four Game Modes of the game.

Figure 2. Screen shots of the three visually distracting animations: football animation during Game Mode 3 (left); glitch
(middle) and aeroplane (right) animations during Game Mode 4.

from the raw sample data. The AOIs were defined as Bird,
Lift Buttons or Binary Buttons, Distraction, and TA or TA
Hand. The gaze time spent on the distractive animations was
used as a measure of distractibility. Comparison between
animations before and after the TA’s choice in Game Mode
4 gave an indication of whether children are less inclined to
be distracted when the TA displays his learnt ability com-
pared to when nothing interesting from a pedagogical per-
spective is happening on the screen (Research Question 1).
The distractibility measure during the TA choice was used
in analysis together with the pre-test measures in order to
answer whether measures of executive function can predict
distractibility behaviour (Research Question 2).

Results

Of the original 65 participants, 36 were part of the anal-
ysis (20 girls, 16 boys; Mage = 5;2; S D = 9 months). The
large attrition was due to three reasons: (a) for natural rea-
sons, a large part of the participants were not at all famil-
iar with numbers and could therefore not participate in the
main task (18 participants; Mage = 4;1); (b) a few participants
were reluctant to complete all pre-tests (7 participants); and
(c) the eye tracking data were too poor for some participants
in the main or pre-tests (4 participants). Statistical analysis
was performed using the statistical programming language R
(v.2.15.1).
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics of the Study Variables

Pre-Tests Analyses

The means, standard errors, maximum and minimum val-
ues of the two pre-tests measures as well as age and Dis-
tractibility measures are summarised in Table 1. As ex-
pected, the participating preschoolers did not perform well
on the inhibition task which is in line with previous research
(Fukushima, Hatta, & Fukushima, 2000). On average the
participants managed to completely inhibit the distraction 9
times in this task out of the 24 trials. However, using the
described inhibition time fraction measure there were dif-
ferences revealed across the age variable. A statistically
significant positive correlation was found between age and
the Inhibition measure (r = 0.45) whilst the correlation be-
tween age and the Sustained Attention measure, though pos-
itive, was weak (r = 0.28). This analysis suggests that
the older a participant was, the better she or he performed
on the pre-test tasks. A weak positive correlation was also
found between the two pre-tests (r = 0.29). Student’s t-tests
were carried out and did not reveal any statistically signif-
icant di↵erence between genders with regards to Sustained
Attention (t = 0.02; d f = 34; p = 0.98) and Inhibition
(t = �0.35; d f = 34; p = 0.73).

Distractibility Analysis

The graphs of Figure 3 show two similar time windows of
the game – just when the TA presents his choice in a thought
bubble of Game Mode 3 – where the di↵erence is that the
football animation was played as a distraction in the second
time window (Figure 3B). In both time windows, gaze pro-
portions are averaged over the 36 participants. Figure 3C
represents a di↵erence graph between the two time windows.
On average, the participants spent 994 ms (S E = 125 ms) of
the total 3 seconds animation playback time looking at the
distraction (33 %).

The graphs of Figure 4 show the two time windows dur-
ing (4A) and after (4B) the TA’s choice in Game Mode 4.
Gaze proportions are averaged over the 36 participants and
consist of the TA helping two birds. The majority of the par-
ticipants did not attend to the distracting animations at all
during the TA’s choice (20 out of the 36) and only 2 partic-

ipants attended to both of the animations played during the
TA’s choice. In Game Mode 4, the average time of which
the participants gazed at the distractions during and after the
TA’s choice was 198 ms (S E = 43 ms; 9.9 % of screen time)
and 581 ms (S E = 82 ms; 29 % of screen time) respectively.
Having many participants that were not distracted lead to the
data being skewed and the Distractibility measure had thus
a zero-inflated distribution. To handle this, the Distractibil-
ity measure was converted to a dichotomous variable where
those who were distracted (Distractibility > 0 ms) were as-
signed a 1 and those who were not distracted (Distractibility
= 0 ms) were assigned a 0. A Yates’ chi-squared test revealed
a statistically significant di↵erence in attention to the distrac-
tions during the two time windows before (16 distracted, 20
non-distracted) and after (30 distracted, 6 non-distracted) the
TA choice (X2 = 10.17; d f = 1; p < 0.01).

Student’s t-tests were carried out to investigate whether
there were di↵erences between those who were distracted
during the TA choice from those who were not. This re-
vealed no statistically significant di↵erences between these
two groups with regard to age or performance on the Inhi-
bition and Sustained Attention pre-tests. However, the ma-
jority (15 of 20) of the non-distracted participants during the
TA choice were female which resulted in a statistically sig-
nificant Yates’ chi-squared test between genders (X2 = 5.23;
d f = 1; p < 0.05).

We used a logistic regression to analyse what pretest and
participant variables could predict whether a child was dis-
tracted or not by our manipulation. The dichotomous Dis-
tractibility measure was used in the analysis against the two
pre-test measures. Age and gender was also included in the
analysis since age seemed to correlate with the pre-tests, and
also, gender was revealed to have an impact on gaze be-
haviour. This analysis revealed statistically significant main
e↵ects of Sustained Attention and gender on Distractibil-
ity (Table 2). The results suggested that when controlling
for age, inhibition, and sustained attention, girls were less
likely distracted than boys (approximately one girl for every
nine boys) by our manipulations (b f emale = -2.194; odds ratio
= 0.111; p < .01). Moreover, higher Sustained Attention
pretest scores were associated with higher odds of being dis-
tracted; for every tenth of a log d increase of the Sustained
Attention sensitivity index, the odds of being distracted in-
creases nine-fold on average across the range (bS A log d =
4.525; odds ratio = 92; p < 0.05). The pseudo R2 for the
model was 0.254 which is within range (0.2 – 0.4) of a good
model fit (McFadden, 1973). A second logistic regression
analysis was carried out including interactions between all
predictor variables of the first model. No significant interac-
tion e↵ects were found.
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Figure 3. Gaze proportion in two similar time windows of four areas of interest over time with (A) and without (B) the football
distraction in Game Mode 3. Graph C shows the resulting di↵erence from gaze proportions of Graph A subtracted from those
of Graph B. Duration is the length of the football animation distraction, and 0 on the x-axis denotes distraction onset.
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Figure 4. Gaze proportion of four areas of interest over time during (A) and after (B) TA choice in Game Mode 4. The time
duration is the length of the glitch/aeroplane animation distractions, and 0 on the x-axis denotes distraction onset.

Table 2
Logistic Regression Estimates for Distractibility
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Discussion

The pedagogical power of teachable agents (TAs) in learn-
ing environments, as a digital version of a learning-by-
teaching (LBT) approach, has repeatedly been shown for stu-
dents aged 8 to 14. In this study we explored the possibility
of initiating the use of this kind of pedagogical software also
in preschool. Due to developmental stages of executive func-
tions it may be argued that children this young are not cog-
nitively able to benefit from such educational games. Fur-
thermore, a preschool is a lively environment which would
further add to the doubt of whether these proposed interven-
tion games would be suitable there. This study addressed two
questions: (a) whether there are preschoolers who can inhibit
distractions in order to pay attention to a TA, and (b) whether
experimental measures of inhibition and sustained attention
can predict the distractibility in these preschoolers.

As can be noted by the graphs in Figure 3, the distractive
football animation takes quite a lot of the participants’ vi-
sual attention in general when the participants are in charge
of the game. Looking at the di↵erence graph (Figure 3C) it
is evident that the distraction steals equal amounts of atten-
tion from the more relevant areas of interest. This can then
be contrasted with the graphs in Figure 4 which represents
gaze proportions on AOIs during (4A) and after (4B) the TA
makes his choice in Game Mode 4. During the TA’s choice
the gaze proportions of the distractive animations drop dra-
matically.

These results along with the presented distractibility anal-
ysis show that this group of preschoolers seem very able to
inhibit distractions in order to focus their attention on their
digital tutee. The participants in this study were in fact so
good at this that the majority did not look at the visual dis-
tractions at all when the TA was choosing between numbers.
However, after the TA made his choice the participants were
once again visually occupied by the distractions as indicated
by the graph in Figure 4B.

The results thus suggest that, although everything is kept
constant between the two conditions, the children were more
distracted after the TA had made his choice than they were
during his choice selection. Interestingly, the participants in
this study did not succeed well in the inhibition pre-test but
nonetheless managed to inhibit during the main task perfor-
mance. This shows the relevance of context and motivation
in empirical investigations of cognitive capabilities. We sug-
gest that the children’s attentional behaviour is sca↵olded by
the context (i.e., engagement in a play-&learn software) thus
they performed better in terms of inhibiting distractions than
in the context of a standard inhibition test.

By inhibiting distractions, participating preschoolers
could increase their attention on more important features of
the game. As is shown in Graph A of Figure 4, the preschool-
ers does focus more of their visual attention on the TA’s hand
and the lift buttons, one of which their tutee is about to press,

and less on the bird and the distraction which are of less
importance to benefit from the game. It is particularly in-
teresting that the preschoolers keep such focus even though
they cannot themselves be active in the game in this mode
(Game Mode 4), they can only observe their tutee’s actions.
This result corroborates the findings of a pilot study carried
out by Axelsson, Anderberg, and Haake (2013) where they
found that preschoolers seem to pay attention to their TA. It
also places preschoolers together with primary school chil-
dren in this respect. Lindström et al. (2011) showed that
primary school children paid close attention to their digital
tutee whilst the tutee was acting on its own. In contrast to
the preschoolers, however, the primary school children also
often showed high engagement in this situation.

The present study also found similar results to those of
Roderer, Krebs, Schmid, and Roebers (2012) with regard to
distractibility and engagement. In their study of selective en-
coding for learning, they found that preschoolers were able
to increase attention towards relevant stimuli and inhibit task-
irrelevant stimuli thus showing engagement in task-oriented
behaviour. Roderer et al. (2012) used fairly simple and
mainly static information in their study and concluded that
their results were potentially dependent upon their opera-
tionalisation. However, with the results of the present study,
preschoolers seem able to increase attention towards relevant
stimuli also in TA-based learning environments which are
more visually complex and narratively elaborated. Hence,
these studies together show that preschool children are not as
susceptive to visual distractions as one might believe, which
further suggests that children are able to filter out distractions
when their interest and focus lay elsewhere.

In regard to the second research question, the results
showed that the measure of sustained attention appears to be
a predictor of distractibility. Although, the results are re-
versed as to what one would expect. Participants that per-
formed well on the sustained attention task were more dis-
tracted during the TA’s choice. This result was surprising.
One possible explanation could be related to the lack of in-
hibition. The children who participated in this study were
shown to have poor inhibitory skills as suggested by the re-
sults of the anti-saccade task. Thus, it seems that the Sus-
tained Attention measure captured some other aspect of at-
tention in these participants – in relation to the distractibility
measure – since motor inhibition is required also for the go-
no-go paradigm task used. Our interpretation of the result is
that the measure seems to have been related to the children’s
more general attentional abilities, that is, their tendency to
notice changes in their environment. That would mean that a
child who is well able to detect whenever the screen colour is
blue in the sustained attention task will also be more likely to
notice the visual distractions. This could suggest that overall
attention to changes in the environment also leads to being
more distracted unless inhibitory capabilities have matured.
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Thus, when it comes to the participants that were not dis-
tracted at all, another factor must account for them being able
to inhibit – or more likely filter out – the distractions.

An unanticipated result was that the female participants
were less likely to attend to the distracting visual stimuli.
Similar results have however been found in previous studies
where boys have been found to score higher on distractibility
measures (Bridges, 1929; Victor & Halverson, 1975). Poyntz
(1933) found that even though boys responded to distractions
more frequently, they did not spend more time being dis-
tracted than girls. Although results in the present study con-
versely showed that boys were on average more distracted, it
is important to emphasise that the overall mean time for at-
tention to the distracting visual stimuli during the TA choice
was less than 200 ms (10 % of distraction screen time). Thus,
even if a participant was distracted, regardless of gender, he
or she was not distracted for long and quickly retained his
or her attention to the TA. The results of a recent study of
metacognitive reasoning in preschoolers showed that girls
were more inclined to play another round with a TA when
asked than were boys (Haake, Axelsson, Clausen-Bruun, &
Gulz, 2015). A previous study (Robertson, Cross, Macleod,
& Wiemer-Hastings, 2004) – including 60 somewhat older
children (10-12 years old) who got to use an educational soft-
ware support in either a TA or a non-TA version – showed
that girls tended to interact more in the TA version than the
non-TA version, whereas the pattern was reversed for the
boys. Thus, there might be some motivational aspects to
the digital LBT concept in general which allows girls to be
slightly more focused and engaged than the boys.

Results from the present study suggest that the preschool
age is the point where important cognitive capabilities for
benefitting from the use of LBT games are forming. These
capabilities are fairly heterogeneous in this young age group.
However, the LBT game context has through this study been
shown to be of practical use for sca↵olding mature behaviour
for some preschoolers compared to what abstract behavioural
tests would suggest. Theoretically, this implies that children
with underdeveloped inhibitory skills might still be able to
attend to LBT-based software.

Study Limitations

Sample size. The large participant attrition in this study
was not anticipated. Working with a young target popula-
tion is di�cult and requires a large participant marginal, so
does working with eye-tracking due to di�culties in retriev-
ing reliable data because of calibration di�culties and track-
ing loss. Moreover, list-wise deletion of participants unfa-
miliar with numbers had to be employed. This leaves the
results of the present study vulnerable to only being relevant
to children at the higher end of the skill spectrum of execu-
tive control. In future LBT studies with this age group, the
number of participants needs to be increased. Furthermore,

if a familiarisation with numbers is required, the attrition of
participants has to be estimated and accounted for in order
to ensure strong statistical power. Smaller studies could con-
sider increasing the minimum age in order to handle attrition
but this will limit the generalisability of results.

Learning e↵ects. Our research in the present study has
been guided by the question whether preschoolers can profit
from LBT-based games rather than do they profit. This lim-
its us in terms of being able to say anything about learn-
ing e↵ects with regards to preschoolers playing LBT-based
games – in this case with respect to number sense and early
math. However, preliminary results from a follow-up study
show evidence that the LBT-based play-and-learn-game used
in this study seems to have a positive impact in terms of early
math learning gains (Gulz, Londos, & Haake, 2015).

Limited SES range. Since the Swedish population de-
viates very little in terms of SES levels, and the fact that SES
levels in Sweden are fairly high, our study will have little
to say about whether the cognitive prerequisites needed for
LBT-based games are su�cient for children brought up in
lower SES circumstances. Replications of this study of chil-
dren in low SES areas as well as cross-cultural studies would
be needed to draw any such conclusions.

Future Research

From the results of the present study, it seems reasonable
to pursue research and development with respect to educa-
tional LBT-based software for preschoolers. The results of
the study open up several future research lines. The results
indicated that girls might benefit more from this pedagogical
form and whether this is true must be further investigated. In
any case, the display of mature cognitive behaviour of some
of the preschoolers in this study shows great potential for the
development of educational tools for exercising and training
of preschoolers’ metacognitive reasoning.

The software developed in the work of this study will be
utilised as a research instrument in combination with other
methods in future investigations. One objective is to find out
to what extent 3- to 5-year-olds feel responsible for their tu-
tee and at what stage the ego-protective bu↵er – that is, the
sharing of responsibility for mistakes and errors by attribut-
ing them partly to the tutee and partly to oneself – comes into
play (Chase, Chin, Oppezzo, & Schwartz, 2009). Another
future objective is to investigate whether it is possible to fur-
ther the development of theory of mind and metacognition in
preschoolers through the use of emotional display in TAs.

Conclusions

The present study shows that the paradigm of learning
by teaching implemented with teachable agent based edu-
cational games could possibly be used with much younger
children than one would have thought since some of the par-
ticipants in the present study possessed the prerequisites to be
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able to benefit from LBT-based games. Three to six year old
children who do not have mature skills at inhibiting attention
to distractions can nonetheless do so when paying attention
to a digital tutee they are responsible for helping. This shows
that the context or task (the latter always partly defined by
context or nature of the activity) influences the attentional
skills of these young learners.

In conclusion, though the study su↵ers from some obvious
limitations which a↵ect its generalisability with regard to the
results, it does show that there at least are young children that
have the cognitive prerequisites to be able to play learning-
by-teaching-based games. Even if not all children are able to
play these games, they can be made available as soon as the
child is ready. Furthermore, software games have the great
potential of being individually customisable to a broader au-
dience compared to conventional teaching methods.
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For knowledge elicitation in contexts where human operators are highly experienced,
there are two established protocols available ! concurrent and retrospective
verbalisations. A third protocol ! ‘conspective’ verbalisation ! and a synthesised
method called collegial verbalisation (CV) which combines the three protocols are
presented. Where domain knowledge is shared between colleagues, one might find
that they share cognitive strategies. Independent observers (colleagues) comment in
the form of conspective protocols on the behaviour of target users. It solves some of
the problems associated with the established verbalisation protocols. Three previously
published field studies are summarised to illustrate the development of the protocol
and the method, provide empirical support, and exemplify the practical value. Based
on these studies, a theoretical model is presented. Conspective verbalisation is
intended for use in conjunction with concurrent and retrospective verbalisations.
Contributing an independent source of data is seen as the major implication of the CV
method.

Keywords: verbalisation; think-aloud; expertise; cognitive ergonomics; human-factors;
cognitive work analysis; strategies analysis; knowledge elicitation

1. Introduction

Research in human factors often aims for careful understanding of how users think and
act in their specific work contexts and usage situations. The goal may be, for example, to
account for the users’ acquired experiences while they perform different tasks since levels
of expertise affect the way they interact with control systems (Rasmussen 1983, 1986).
Consequently, design of control systems ought to be based on the fact that level of skill is
important, for example, that strategies vary depending on level of stress (Sperandio 1978)
and on ability to cope with demands in a complex and dynamic task (Jansson 1999). The
fact that level of expertise is important does not, however, imply customisation of the sys-
tems to each user. On the contrary, strategies can be regarded as responses that are forced
on the individual user in the form of behaviours necessary for coping with system
demands, i.e. behaviour-shaping constraints (Rasmussen, Pejtersen, and Goodstein 1994;
Vicente 1999). From a system development point of view, this means that it is not enough
to understand why users behave the way they do while interacting with the system, or
what they do in each task, but also how they accomplish the activities associated with a
certain task or sub-task. Analyses of how activities are accomplished can be carried out
through strategies analysis, either in the form of information flow maps (Rasmussen et al.
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1994; Vicente 1999), categories of cognitive response strategies (Hassall and Sanderson
2014), or heuristic strategies (Brehmer 1990; Jansson 1994, 1995). In all cases, some
form of knowledge elicitation is necessary.

For the purpose of knowledge elicitation in a work context where users are highly
experienced, there are several methods available. Among them are different types of ver-
balisation methods. Traditionally, verbal reporting is carried out through concurrent or
retrospective verbalisation protocols. Both these established protocols are associated
with a specific methodological challenge: there is no necessary correlation between the
mental behaviour responsible for the actions taken in a certain control task and the men-
tal behaviour behind the verbal reports about the same actions (Bainbridge 1999). This
is a validity issue for both concurrent and retrospective protocols since there is no guar-
antee that what is verbalised is an actual account of the mental processes involved during
control task performance. Historically, there were strong doubts about verbalisations as
data because of this vagueness about the validity of the verbal protocols. These doubts
came to an end, however, with the seminal work by Ericsson and Simon (1980, 1984)
when they were able to support their claim for verbal reports as data with a strong theo-
retical model and concurrent verbalisations in the form of think-aloud protocols. Since
then, most analysts seem to prefer concurrent verbalisation, often in the form of think-
aloud procedures and protocols, over retrospective verbalisation because of the appeal-
ing theoretical support such data has (Boren and Ramey 2000). There is, however,
another issue with the validity of concurrent verbalisation procedures: they may jeopar-
dise the representativeness of the control task due to the fact that the work task is dis-
rupted with the additional task of verbalising (e.g. Ericsson and Simon 1980, 1984; Bartl
and D€orner 1998; Dickson, McLennan, and Omodei 2000). One unfortunate conse-
quence is thus that concurrent verbalisation procedures are very difficult to apply appro-
priately in field studies in human factors and human!computer interaction because the
participating operators cannot prioritise verbalisations without changing the way they
work (Dickson et al. 2000). There are also practical issues with concurrent verbalisation
procedures: it is often difficult to verbalise skill-related knowledge during task comple-
tion because much of the knowledge is tacit (Polanyi 1967). Regarding retrospective ver-
balisations, the challenges are even bigger. One can expect that time delays will affect
the remembering of the control actions negatively in the sense of measures taken in a
particular situation. The mental behaviours corresponding to these measures will decay
from working memory (Gibbons 1983; Ericsson and Simon 1984). Another problem
with retrospective verbalisation is that verbalisers often focus on problems closer at
hand and thus infrequent problems might be overlooked (Wright and Ayton 1987).
Finally, there is the problem of rationalisation. Since there is no way to separate the men-
tal behaviour responsible for the non-observable actions taken and the mental behaviours
responsible for the verbal reporting, we cannot learn from empirical data if an operator
carrying out a verbalisation retrospectively is rationalising his or her behaviour (van
Someren et al. 1994; Bainbridge 1999).

As a reaction to these challenges, a number of studies have explored different proce-
dures of having others verbalise the actions of target users, for example letting colleagues
or domain experts verbalise, rather than operators themselves (e.g., Jansson, Olsson, and
Erlandsson 2006; Miller, Patterson, and Woods 2006; Erlandsson and Jansson 2007,
2013; McIlroy and Stanton 2011). The rationale behind the aim of having an independent
observer verbalise instead of the target operator is to avoid the privacy problem
(Bainbridge 1999) since this is the source to the validity issues discussed above. In this
paper, we have termed this form of verbalisation ‘conspective’ due to the fact that the
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verbaliser is observing whilst thinking aloud. This distinction is important because this
verbalisation can be performed both in real time and with recorded material. The new pro-
tocol fits neither under concurrent verbal protocol since the verbaliser is not performing
the work task, only observing it, nor under the retrospective verbal protocol since the ver-
baliser is seeing the events unravel for the first time.

The rationale behind concurrent, retrospective, and conspective verbal protocols is
roughly similar: to extract data about mental behaviour associated with specific control
task behaviour and performance. In this paper, we present a synthesised method of these
three protocols called collegial verbalisation (CV). The method suggests investigators to
video record target operators performing work. The critical part of the method is the con-
spective verbalisation where colleagues of the target operators verbalise on the recorded
material. In conjunction with the conspective protocol, an investigator can choose to use
(1) a concurrent protocol during recording of the target operator, (2) a retrospective proto-
col with the target operator, or (3) may choose to use both. Our objective is to inquire into
the usefulness and value of this method by providing examples of how it was used in three
field studies, and by discussing it in relation to criteria for assessing verbal reports.

1.1. Structure and aim

Since the CV method was not initially developed with reference to a theoretical frame-
work or model, this paper is a step into the initiation of such an endeavour and it is
divided into two parts. Part I is a summary of three studies where the development of the
CV method is outlined. The synthesised method grew out of difficulties using established
verbal protocols and focus in this part is on comparing conspective verbalisation with the
established verbal protocols. The practical implications of the method and usefulness of
its generated data is discussed. The overarching question investigated in the three studies
is: Can colleagues verbalise on the strategies exhibited by their fellow target operators,
and if they can, is it possible to generalise this ability over domains? Through empirical
use and deliberation of the method, theoretical questions have been raised. Part II there-
fore presents the model behind the CV method. In attempting to build a theoretical frame-
work of a verbalisation protocol, it is natural to start with Ericsson and Simon’s (1984)
claim on what premises such a model must be based. From these premises, five key prin-
ciples for assessing verbal reports have been elaborated. In relation to these, we discuss
the results of using the CV method in order to answer the question: What is the value of
verbal reports based on CV or other verbalisation methods utilising knowledgeable and
skilled experts as independent observers?This will help us determine whether conspective
verbalisation is suitable for the purpose of verification of thought processes, or for the dis-
covery of the same thought processes only.

2. Part I: collegial verbalisation in practice ! emergence of a synthesised method

The CV method was developed iteratively and has been found to produce interesting data
in our applied research projects. The data have been useful as a basis for understanding
how operators work, specifically their domain-specific knowledge, often exhibited as
strategies in dynamic decision-making tasks (Brehmer 1990, 1992). In the first two stud-
ies below, we describe how the method was developed in response to the inability to use
the concurrent verbal protocol as the main knowledge elicitation tool. In the final study,
we describe how we compared conspective against retrospective verbal protocols.
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2.1. Study I: development of a new method ! a field-study of train drivers

The CV method dawned in studies of train drivers. The background was the need to find
methods for acquisition and assessment of their knowledge as a basis for the design of
new driver interfaces in train cabs. Observational studies and interviews with train drivers
showed that their domain-specific knowledge (termed route knowledge) was important
for them, especially when approaching a platform and being able to stop the train at a
specific position (Jansson, Olsson, and Kecklund 2005; Jansson et al. 2006). Concurrent
verbal protocol procedures were applied in order to have them verbalise while they were
driving. They were not prompted for explanations or descriptions of the driving task, just
asked to think aloud what came into their mind while they were driving. We soon ran into
problems since the train drivers went on driving without verbalising. Despite our encour-
agement efforts, they very often turned silent. It was particularly evident when they were
riding out on the route, between two stations. Interviews with the drivers showed that
they were balancing different goals in these situations; they had to keep up with the time-
table, and at the same time, they tried to avoid exceeding the speed limit. They tried to
drive as gentle as possible motivated by reduced energy consumption and increased com-
fort for the passengers. When approaching or departing from a platform they went silent
for another reason: they were highly concentrated on people on the platform. To achieve
safe driving in these situations, full concentration is demanded, leaving few cognitive
resources free for verbalisation (Jansson et al. 2005, 2006).

Unfortunately, the drivers from the observational study were not able to participate in
the retrospective knowledge elicitation phase. However, since we recorded them driving
with three different cameras in the cabin, we had the opportunity to show their driving to
some of their colleagues. The colleagues were asked to comment on the target drivers’
driving. That is, to comment on their driving in terms of conspective verbalisations. First,
this seemed to be a good idea because it was expected to yield an independent observer’s
opinion about each target drivers’ actions. Later, it was realised that the target drivers and
the colleagues were very close in experience and familiarity with the routes and the train
cabs. This led to analyses on how close they were in understanding the routes, the strate-
gies they used, and the goals they tried to achieve.

2.1.1. Method

Video recording sessions were conducted with six different professional train drivers
while driving along four different types of real-schedule routes, such as long-distance
routes, commuter traffic, etc. (Figure 1). They were asked to think aloud while they were
driving. Seven other professional train drivers then individually performed conspective
verbalisation while watching these video recordings. The recordings were muted so that
they could not hear the target driver’s comments. Protocol data from the target driver was
used together with direct observations, interviews, and analyses from the video recordings
in order to produce a model of the train driver task.

2.1.2. Summary of Study I

The analysis of the train-drivers’ behaviours showed that the task of driving a train can be
divided into three phases and two different kinds of actions. Table 1 shows the result of
the initial analysis. This model of train driving was derived from the observational studies
and the video recordings. More important, the second group of train drivers, the
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colleagues, was asked to verbalise, in the same way as the target drivers had been asked to
do. These comments were in accordance with the descriptions in Table 1 but were more
detailed. For example, the colleagues commented that the target drivers were checking
for particular signs along the track, for reference points in the surroundings on when to
apply the brakes, focusing attention on people on platforms, preparing for and expecting
certain braking capacity, choosing speed as a function of weighting goals such as effi-
ciency, safety, and comfort against each other. It was concluded that the conspective pro-
tocol served as a valuable complement to other information acquisition protocols in two
different ways. First, it gave a lot more pieces of information than the concurrent proto-
cols did. Second, it specifically allowed the researchers to scrutinise the hypotheses on
non-observable behaviours with the help of additional participants.

2.2. Study II: validating the new method ! a case-study of operators on a
high-speed ferry

The positive results of using colleagues as informants led to a decision to further the
method and evaluate its usefulness in another domain. After all, the CV method was
developed ad hoc as a response to the inability of the train drivers to think aloud while
driving and not being available for a retrospective session. The method was formalised
further, to allow for reuse, as well as scientific examination. The purpose of this study
was to better understand what kind of information the conspective verbalisation could
provide. Specifically, we wanted to see if the conspective protocol could provide detailed

Figure 1. The instrumentation and forward view of one of the studied train cabins.
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information about inchoate cognitions, and if it could be used to scrutinise hypotheses
about non-observable behaviour, in this case to detect maladaptive mental models within
the high-speed craft officers. The background to this project was similar to that of the
train drivers, that is, analyses of the bridges on different high-speed ferries and interviews
with the crews as a basis for suggestions on how to improve the design, specifically the
allocation of the new applications that were going to be part of the work environment for
high-speed ferry operators (Olsson and Jansson 2006). The operators were also close col-
leagues in the sense that they had been driving the same ship and the same route for many
years. They were highly experienced and familiar with the same routes. One of the objec-
tives of this project was to analyse whether there were differences within the crew in
terms of understanding the manoeuvring of the ship. This understanding was related to
the dynamics of the ship and the surrounding environment in terms of a pre-defined route.
Given the opportunity to study a high-speed ferry crew running a vessel between the
mainland of Sweden and the island of Gotland, we decided to videotape the actions of the
bridge crew during the entire 4-hour journey.

2.2.1. Method

Four different video cameras were used to capture the crew, instrumentation, and the sur-
roundings (Figure 2). Two officers, one captain, and one navigator participated as target
officers at the bridge during this recording. Two other officers were also present, but they
did not participate in the manoeuvring of the ship. Four officers, colleagues, individually
watched and verbalised the actions and decisions made by the target officers in the video.
This conspective procedure was also recorded, and the protocols from these sessions
were then compared to examine to what extent the four colleagues agreed on the observed
behaviour. The protocols from the colleagues allowed for comparisons in-between the
colleagues only, not between colleagues and target officers since we did not want to inter-
fere with the normal procedures on the bridge by having the crew verbalising concur-
rently. We also knew from the train-driver study that such a procedure probably would
not yield very much information.

2.2.2. Summary of Study II

The study of the high-speed ferry officers showed that the conspective protocols contrib-
uted verbal report data different from concurrent and retrospective protocols. For exam-
ple, the quotes in Table 2 show how four different operators comment on the same task,
navigating the ship in a fog. With the ability to compare statements in this way, inter-rater
reliability data are acquired. It is a completely different kind of data source compared to
the situation when there is only a single narrator available, which is the case for both

Figure 2. Four video cameras used on the high-speed ferry. From left: forward view of the ship,
the captain and the first officer, instrumentation and a monitor with electronic charts, and radar
integrated.
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concurrent and retrospective verbalisations. A detailed examination of the conspective
protocols revealed that there was a high degree of agreement on the main series of events,
but some specific statements conflicted between the protocols, indicating the possibility
of maladaptive mental models within at least one of the narrators since both narrators’
conceptions cannot be reconciled with reality at the same time (Erlandsson and Jansson
2007). It is only with the introduction of conspective protocols and the use of the synthes-
ised CV method that it is possible to discriminate between different forms of understand-
ings, something that can be critical in many domains, and an important input into future
studies in the field of human factors.

Since the colleagues were not present at the bridge when the target officers were run-
ning the craft, they, of course, cannot remember anything from the particular situations.
With the conspective verbalisation procedure, they rather recall similar situations in
which they have been involved since the environmental constraints imposed on them in
these situations consist in regularities that are abiding from time to time. Erlandsson and
Jansson (2007) concluded that the most controversial issue with the new method is the
idea of having other subjects than the target operators performing the verbalisations.
With this approach, the colleagues have not been part of the target actions, and are there-
fore left with some form of interpretation of what they see when they verbalise. It is
important to bear in mind, however, that the operators participating are highly familiar
with the tasks, and that they all have long experiences from the same tasks and systems.
Conspective verbalisation means a shift away from analysing working memory structures
to analysing long-term memories. This also means different theoretical assumptions com-
pared to more traditional forms of verbalisation tasks.

2.3. Study III: a quasi-experimental study of train dispatchers in a train control centre

In the first two studies, the conspective verbalisation protocol was used as a compliment
to concurrent verbal protocols since we were unable to use these in the field studies. Turn-
ing to the retrospective procedure, and a comparison with the conspective procedure, we

Table 2. Examples from four different protocols concerning how operators navigate when they
experience fog on the route.

Officer 1 2 3 4

Comment A lot of sea
clutter (on the
radar image),
and many
small boats.
Then low
visibility can
be a problem,
but there are
quite nice
features on the
radar to see
what is moving
out there.

Fog is never amusing,
and one is forced to
switch to the
electronic
equipment, having
to trust the radar
instead. But I am
learning to trust the
electronic
equipment also in
good weather, so
that I know how
much to trust it in
thick fog.

In thick fog, you
only see 50
metres ahead.
You have to
believe the
radar image
completely, but
the small boat
in front of the
ship is still run
over.

Fog is always
unpleasant. In fog,
you only have the
radar, but you should
still keep watch out
the window.
Sometimes there are
disturbances in the
radar, which are very
similar to the echo of
a real boat. That can
cause some
uncertainty. The radar
is only a navigational
aid. Aid!
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had so far only assumed that the CV method results in more objective data than one usu-
ally gets from using only a retrospective procedure. It was therefore decided to make a
systematic comparison between conspective and retrospective verbal reports. Further-
more, the overall CV method had so far been adapted and tested on operators of vehicles
and vessels. Even though these domains are very different, they share some important
characteristics. In both domains, the decisions made and the actions taken are based
on direct perception and action, or recognition-based decisions (Klein 1993; Klein,
Calderwood, and Clinton-Cirocco 2010), situations where dynamic properties are evident
and apparently important. In order to investigate decisions more based on analytical prob-
lem solving, it was decided to focus on the task of supervision and control of train traffic.

2.3.1. Method

As part of an extensive research project studying train dispatchers, a systematic compari-
son between conspective and retrospective verbalisation was made. The verbalisation
methods were used to study the effects of introducing a new software tool for planning
and controlling train traffic at a train traffic control centre in Norrk€oping, Sweden (Ander-
sson et al. 2014). Four professional train dispatchers were video recorded individually
while working (Figure 3). These dispatchers then performed both a conspective and a ret-
rospective verbalisation from these recordings in a quasi-experimental set-up. It made it
possible to compare conspective and retrospective protocols concerning the same events.

Figure 3. Bottom left: video camera capturing the monitors. Bottom right: video camera capturing
operator, phone, desk, etc. Top: graphical user interface recording software capturing a specific
monitor in detail.
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In order to minimise the effect of remembering situation-specific details, there was a
delay of a few weeks between the target situation and the two verbalisations. By this pro-
cedure, the emphasis was the comparison between long-term memory structures, assum-
ing effects of recency to be under control.

2.3.2. Summary of Study III

Quantitative data showed that the relation between a train dispatcher who verbalised on
his or her own video and a train dispatcher who verbalised on the colleague’s video is
quite close. Comparing the total amount of protocol data from each verbalisation shows
that both conspective and retrospective verbalisation results in protocols of rather equal
size (Figure 4), suggesting that colleagues can produce as many data as the person who
were part of the studied events, without considering any qualitative differences.

Figure 5 shows the relation between shared and non-shared topics for each verbal pro-
tocol. It is a qualitative analysis showing that the amount of shared topics between the
conspective and retrospective protocols is quite high. A Krippendorff’s alpha reliability
estimate showed a reliability coefficient of .8847, with a 95% confidence interval of
.7912!.9627, indicating a relatively high agreement between the narrators in the two con-
ditions retrospective and collegial verbalisation, i.e. the retrospective and conspective
protocols covariate, not only with respect to shared topics, but also for non-shared topics
(Erlandsson and Jansson 2013). Thus, both Figures 4 and 5 indicate, at different levels,
that both narrators seem to verbalise the same content. This does not necessarily mean
that they interpret all specific actions in the same way. On the contrary, for a minor part
of the actions, they have different explanations of whether the actions exhibited by the
target operator are relevant behaviours in the particular situation or not (Erlandsson and
Jansson 2013). This information may be as important as any information showing the
similarity between colleagues and target operators.

Figure 4. The amount of text in each verbal protocol, measured by the number of characters.
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2.4. Empirical discussion

Study I showed that the conspective verbal protocol provided data useful for testing
hypotheses about target operators’ non-observable behaviours, in this case train drivers.
Think-aloud statements from colleagues in the form of conspective verbal reports allowed
for interpretation of non-observable behaviours otherwise difficult to understand. Check-
ing for particular signs along the track, for reference points in the surroundings on when
to apply the brakes, focusing attention on people on platforms, preparing for and expect-
ing certain braking capacity, choosing speed as a function of weighting different goals
against each other, are all behaviours non-observable for laypersons but not for experi-
enced colleagues. The validity of the colleagues’ verbal reports seems to be a matter of
inter-rater reliability, that is, judgements made by independent observers. This conclusion
is quite controversial from a theoretical perspective since verbalisation procedures are
supposed to shed light on mental processes associated with control actions and verbal
reporting within one and the same person. In practice, however it was a matter of the
number of available train drivers.

In Study II, the CV method was further developed and tested, in this case on high-
speed craft operators. Again, the conspective protocol provided data useful for testing
hypotheses about target operators’ non-observable behaviours. It was possible to get
detailed information about inchoate cognitions. Officers on the bridge acting as target
operators were silent, but their colleagues narrating on the target operators’ non-observ-
able behaviours often agreed on the types of events taking place. Here, the conspective
verbal reports contained detailed information on non-observable behaviours like checking
for unexpected and irregular disturbances, planning ahead for course changes due to other
ships approaching in narrow passages, and constantly looking for a room for manoeuvre.
More interesting, the verbal reports also contained several examples of different interpre-
tations on how to solve some of the situations, indicating differences in understanding.
Paradoxical as it may seem, it was only with the introduction of the conspective protocol
that these differences were revealed.

Figure 5. The relation between shared and non-shared topics for each verbal protocol.
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Study III was designed to compare conspective verbal protocols with retrospective
verbalisations, here in the case of train-traffic controllers. This was set up as a quasi-
experimental design in order to study the verbal protocols at different levels of analysis.
As expected, conspective and retrospective verbal protocols were similar on both protocol
and topic levels. It means that the CV method is a most useful tool for mirroring the con-
tent of thoughts related to target operators’ non-observable behaviours. Thus, it seems
reasonable to conclude that close colleagues can verbalise on the strategies exhibited by
their fellow target operators. As a consequence, it is concluded that data generated by the
CV method is suitable for the purpose of verification of thought processes, and not only
for the discovery of the same thought processes. The conspective protocol and the CV
method have proven to be of practical value. The next central question is what value such
verbal reports have from a theoretical perspective.

3. Part II: collegial verbalisation in theory ! the model behind the method

3.1. Related work

The CV method is a technique primarily concerned with the process of extracting verbal
report data and it can be used on different levels of analysis carried out in, for example,
cognitive work analysis (Rasmussen et al. 1994; Vicente 1999). As mentioned in the
introduction, the established verbal protocol methods suffer from methodological issues
which originate from the problem of verification of the validity and reliability of verbal
reports. Introducing an independent narrator as the one who verbalises on the actions will
solve some of these problems. This has been recognised by previous authors. The elicita-
tion by critique method (Miller et al. 2006) involves letting experts critique the actions of
students or practitioners. Specifically Miller used video recording and note taking to cap-
ture the actions of a student performing an analysis task related to a rocket launch failure.
The student was asked to think aloud while performing the task. This was later followed
by showing screenshots and transcripts of the student’s actions to a domain expert, pro-
viding cues for the expert to guide a discussion about what the expert consider correct or
incorrect actions, and what they would have done themselves in the same situation. The
critiquing phase was repeated for six experts individually, thereby getting multiple
experts to provide information about the same topic. Similarly, the current observer nar-
rating technique (McIlroy and Stanton 2011) involves letting an expert perform a task in
a simulator, while another expert, who is close in experience to the practitioner, views the
actions and narrates concurrently. Narrators are placed so that they can see the
practitioner’s actions and at the same time verbalise these actions without the practitioner
overhearing it. This set-up gives the narrators a detailed realistic picture of the
practitioner’s actions. This method does not require the practitioner to think aloud,
thereby avoiding the problems related to concurrent verbalisation methods. Letting a nar-
rator who is close in experience to the practitioner verbalise the practitioner’s actions
rather than having an expert critiquing also provide a more detailed and realistic descrip-
tion about the performed actions. Another approach similar to the CV method is the stim-
ulated recall interview procedure (Calderhead 1981). The CV method is, however, not
such a procedure and the reason for this is two-fold: first, stimulated recall is used for the
purpose of commentary and interpretation, but CV is thought of as a verbalisation proce-
dure utilising two or three data generation points. In using the CV method, it is important
to notice that both the verbalising target operators and their colleagues are instructed to
think aloud without interrupting them with remarks for interpretations or clarifications.
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They should be exposed as closely as possible to the same control task procedure. Second,
one assumption behind the CV method is that environmental constraints will affect the
behaviour of experienced target operators and make it possible for likewise experienced
colleagues to utilise the effect of these constraints when they verbalise on the behaviour
of their fellow operators. The critical part of the CV method is thus the conspective proto-
col, not its retrospective counterpart.

3.2. The collegial verbalisation model

The model behind the CV method consists of three data generation points: first point for
data generation by a target operator (Data Generation Point 1), a second point for data
generation by a colleague (Data Generation Point 2), and a third point for data generation
retrospectively by the target operator (Data Generation Point 3). The three generation
points are referred to as Concurrent, Conspective, and Retrospective Verbalisation,
respectively (Figure 6). The first and second generation points are independent of each
other in the sense that at least two different narrators are involved. The same goes for the
second and the third data generation points. The separation of data generation points is
seen as the unique contribution of the CV method. However, a verbal protocol from any
of the generation points is not independent of the domain-specific task knowledge with
which it is concerned. On the contrary, the content of the verbal reports is of central con-
cern. Without reference to content, conspective protocols would be useless and the CV
method meaningless. The consequence of this is that the method is restricted to research
settings where the researcher has access to domain-specific knowledge in terms of exper-
tise in the form of skill developed in relation to a specific task. Data generation is, of
course, limited by the number of operators or colleagues that can participate.

Figure 6. Illustration of the model behind the synthesised CV method with the three different data
collection points: concurrent, conspective, and retrospective verbalisations leading to three different
verbal protocols on the same event. Note that data collected at Generation Point 2 is intended to be
used in conjunction with data from Generation Point 1 and/or Generation Point 3, not in isolation.
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Even though the narrators participating are independent of each other at the data gen-
eration points, they share experiences from the same environment, which means their ver-
bal reports will reflect these joint and common experiences. Here, it is interesting to note
that Nisbett and Wilson (1977, p. 257) in their often cited review of verbalisation methods
concluded that ‘[i]t is frightening to believe that one has no more certain knowledge of
the working of one’s own mind than would an outsider with intimate knowledge of one’s
history and of the stimuli present at the time the cognitive process occurred’. We argue
that Nisbett and Wilson (1977), perhaps accidently, pointed to two important aspects with
their remark: (1) in everyday situations, verbalisations often reflect the use of both work-
ing memory and long-term memory in conjunction and (2) even though it can be hard to
accept that an outsider who knows oneself well can predict one’s behaviour, this points to
the possibility of having other people verbalising the actions of oneself. In situations and
contexts where domain knowledge is shared between close colleagues, we might find that
they also share cognitive strategies.

4. Key principles for evaluating data from verbal reports

In their seminal work, Ericsson and Simon (1984, 1!8) present some issues that need to
be addressed when using verbal reports. Guided by these issues, and work by other
authors on this subject (Bainbridge 1999; Ericsson and Simon 1980; Ericsson and
Crutcher 1991; Ericsson 2001), we propose a set of five key principles to be used in the
evaluation of verbal reports made by independent observers (specifically colleagues) in
interdisciplinary research settings. We first present these principles and then discuss each
one in relation to the CV model presented in this paper. The first principle regards the
suitability of subjects’ verbalisations as scientific data (the suitability principle). Proce-
dures used in verbalisation studies today seem to far from always conform to the theoreti-
cal basis invoked for the use of verbal reports as data (Boren and Ramey 2000). One
important question to bear in mind when considering a verbalisation method is whether
the purpose of the verbalisation data is discovering psychological processes on a general
level, or whether these data are also meant to verify the result of those processes. The sec-
ond principle regards the process of extracting data from behaviour (the extraction princi-
ple). Verbal reports are commonly used during research on human-machine interfaces in
order to investigate thought processes of users. Usually, more than one data source is
used in these kinds of projects. Thus, it is important to consider how one can optimise the
data gathering, analysis, and interpretation processes as to make the verbalisation proce-
dure as transparent as possible. The third principle regards the separation between data
and theory (the separation principle). This separation is desirable in scientific research in
general. Data are interpreted as objective when there is inter-subjective agreement that
they correspond to the facts of the observed behaviour. In inter-disciplinary research like
human!computer interaction, different techniques have evolved for recording and keep-
ing the data in a format that makes it available for inspection, both several times and by
several investigators. Thus, there is a risk that verbalised data are treated as objective, but
data always have to be interpreted in relation to theory. It is therefore vital to think care-
fully about in what way the data-interpretation process discriminate between data and the-
ory. The fourth principle regards the theoretical presuppositions (the presuppositions
principle). In applied research, domain-specific knowledge is an integral part of the inter-
pretation of the verbaliser’s behaviour. This means that, contrary to laboratory settings
where students are commonly used as participants and where general information proc-
essing models thus suffice, in field studies theories of long-term memory structures
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becomes essential. Here, it is important to consider what the relation is between the cogni-
tive processes in a domain-specific task and the cognitive processes responsible for gener-
ation of verbal reports regarding the same task. The fifth and final principle regards
inferring thought processes from behaviour (the inference principle). According to
Bainbridge (1999), since there is no necessary correlation between verbal reports and
mental behaviour, such reports cannot be used to test theories about mental behaviour.
Consequently, the resulting mental processes behind an operator’s control actions may be
separate from those behind the verbal report generation. It is therefore important to con-
sider what the status is of a verbal report as evidence of a mental process.

4.1. The suitability principle

Data from any information acquisition method can, of course, be used as a source of
hypotheses and predictions about any non-verbal or mental behaviour since hypotheses
can have any origin (Bainbridge 1999). But as the results from our studies show, the
method provides the researcher with two independent sources of data. One of these sour-
ces is the person who participated as the target user, and the other source is a close col-
league. The data are independent in the sense that two observers provide two different
sets of data that can be compared with each other. Thus, one source of data can be used to
test predictions on task-related thinking, in the same way as other methods generating
data independent from verbal reporting can be used to test these predictions. Furthermore,
of the same reason, data from the CV method can also be used to test theories of verbal
report generation since the two independent data sources make it possible to discriminate
between task performance and verbal reporting. Thus, one overcomes the problem of con-
fusing task knowledge with report generation as discussed by Bainbridge (1999). It, how-
ever, comes at the prize of theoretical presuppositions not yet discussed and scrutinised
by the scientific community. This is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.2. The extraction principle

The procedure behind the CV method, both the data-gathering part as well as the data-
analysis part, need to be specified thoroughly in order to provide an as transparent
description as possible of the method. We think this part can be developed further in the
future. For example, issues to decide on can be whether the target user should be encour-
aged to think aloud or not while carrying out the task, to what extent one would like the
colleague to take account of these verbal comments or not, and in what way one can mea-
sure the closeness of the colleagues’ expertise. The data-analysis part need to be explicit
concerning what part of the original target verbalisation that is going to be processed and
analysed in order to be the task presented to the colleague.

4.3. The separation principle

In general, data are interpreted as objective when there is inter-subjective agreement that
they correspond to the facts of the observed behaviour. Thus, on the data-part of this
issue, the method developed here and described in this paper can be seen as science in
progress since it contributes with an additional form of an independent source of data,
which strengthens the situation from an inter-subjective agreement point of view. It is
true both in relation to concurrent and retrospective protocols. When it comes to the the-
ory part, the CV method can be seen as a solution to the previous difficulties of separating
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verbal reporting from task-knowledge elicitation, but also as a solution to the problem of
not having inter-subjective data that can be used to test theoretical assumptions regarding
verbal reporting, as well as task knowledge.

4.4. The presuppositions principle

When verbalisation tasks are investigated without reference to information content, there
is no further need to theorise than using a general information processing model, focusing
on the report generation only. But when domain-specific knowledge becomes a part of
the verbalisation procedure, there is evidently a need for theories, both in relation to task
knowledge and the verbalisation procedure. In applied settings, researchers are often
studying particular users in specific contexts of use. The domain-specific knowledge thus
becomes a part of the analysis and is an important part of the interpretation of the behav-
iour of the verbalising subject. Often, there is a need to explain and predict behaviours of
the users in the specific contexts of use. The use of the CV method shows that, if col-
leagues are close enough in familiarity with a specific task and system, they can verbalise
strategies and other non-observable behaviours to the extent that it is possible, not only to
use these report data for the purpose of general discovery of psychological processes, but
also for the purpose of verification of the result of the those processes. It is perhaps the
main contribution of the CV method, as well as with other methods using independent
observers. This fact makes it necessary to discuss the degree of familiarity and expertise
when specifying the underlying theoretical model of the verbal report generation. We
believe it is necessary to develop theories on verbal reporting in relation to long-term
memory structures. We propose a report generation model covering different degrees of
expertise and familiarity with the task under investigation. Thus, we propose a division in
terms of concurrent probing, immediate retrospective probing, retrospective probing, and
finally conspective probing. A model based on this division will make it possible to have
explicit hypotheses regarding verbal reporting, including the degree of familiarity with
the task. Figure 7 shows a model for predictions and hypotheses. The combination of hav-
ing a target operator that can be probed concurrently or in retrospect, and a colleague that
can be probed conspectively based only on the long-term memory makes it possible to
combine different sorts of investigations.

Regarding task knowledge, we argue based on the results in this paper that there is a
need for theoretical models for each investigated application domain. These models
should specify the environmental constraints that affect the behaviour of the operators
when working in each such domain. We agree with Hammond (2000) there must be theo-
ries for tasks. Such theories can be domain-specific, but they can also be semi-general,
i.e. similar constraints can be aggregated over conditions, tasks, and systems.

4.5. The inference principle

Bainbridge (1999) discussed the process of inferring thought processes from behaviour in
some length. She claimed that if data from verbal reports are used, we need to know what
factors influence the way verbal reports are produced. The rationale behind this claim is
that we want to minimise the distortions and maximise the validity of the evidence. The
model presented here (Figure 7) allows for specifications regarding both the distortions
and the claims for validity in each pair-wise combination along the time and familiarity
dimensions.
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5. General discussion

We agree with Boren and Ramey (2000) that there are theoretical challenges to be solved
concerning how verbal reports are used in interdisciplinary fields like human factors and
cognitive ergonomics, and that Ericsson and Simon’s (1984) model does not address these
challenges sufficiently well. It is interesting to note that in the rather recent and thorough
meta-analysis by Ericsson and co-workers (Fox, Ericsson, and Best 2011) on procedures
for verbal reporting and recommendations for best reporting methods, Boren and
Ramey’s (2000) claim for alternative theoretical frameworks is left without any comment.
It further exemplifies the lack of communication between laboratory-based and field study
research. The CV method and the model behind it is an attempt to bridge this gap. But we
also agree with Boren and Ramey (2000) when they claim that there is a potentially nega-
tive impact of questioning the model by Ericsson and Simon (1984) in that there are
usability practitioners that may find an excuse for less rigorous procedures when gather-
ing verbal report data. For this reason, we have emphasised that the procedure behind the

Figure 7. Illustration of verbal protocols in relation to time and familiarity for same (black) and
different (white) verbaliser.
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CV method should be built on verbal protocols from both target operators and colleagues
so that they can be seen as complimentary data sources. In the same way, we strongly rec-
ommend that the conspective verbalisation must not be taken as a compensation and
shortcut for concurrent and retrospective procedures if these techniques fail to produce
analysable data or if these data are difficult to interpret. The conspective verbal protocol
compliments concurrent and retrospective procedures, relying on reports from conspec-
tive protocols only does not make sense. We have outlined the assumptions behind the
CV method in terms of a model describing an ecological approach to verbal report gener-
ation (i.e., Erlandsson 2014).

The model depicted in Figure 7 illustrates four types of probing. During concurrent
probing (‘concurrent’ in Figure 7), a user receives, and acts directly on, stimuli. Through
working memory, the user commits this interaction to a verbal protocol as well as to
long-term memory. With immediate retrospective probing, the same user is presented
with recorded stimuli of the recently performed interaction which aids remembering, that
is, access to specific memories stored in long-term memory, and the user can now verbal-
ise on the interaction. For retrospective probing, more time has passed which means that
specific memories will have become integrated with general memories of similar interac-
tions previous to, as well as after, the recorded stimuli. Lastly, in conspective probing
another individual verbalise whom will try and make sense of the recorded stimuli using
generalised memories of similar personal interactions. The more familiar the verbaliser is
to the observed events and interactions, the more similar the verbaliser’s generalised
memories of such stimuli will be to the actual user. With this model, we hope to
bridge the gap between laboratory-based and field study research regarding the use of ver-
balisation procedures. As a first step, we have in this paper addressed two of the
challenges, that is, the fact that working memory and long-term memory are used in con-
junction and the fact that target operators and their colleagues have shared knowledge.

Anderson (1990, 3) stated that ‘we can understand a lot about human cognition with-
out considering in detail what is inside the human head. Rather, we can look in detail at
what is outside the human head and try to determine what would be optimal behaviour
given the structure of the environment and the goals of the human. The claim is that we
can predict behaviour of humans by assuming that they will do what is optimal. It is a dif-
ferent level of analysis than the analysis of mental mechanisms that has dominated infor-
mation-processing psychology’. To our knowledge, no such analysis has been carried out
in the field of verbal reporting. Practitioners and their colleagues develop expertise in
close relation to their work tasks. It affects not only what they do in specific situations
and contexts, but also how they do it. Here, we have suggested an approach for analysing
and assessing how environmental constraints affect the verbal behaviour of highly experi-
enced human operators. CV and conspective protocols can be seen as a solution to some
of the problems with concurrent and retrospective protocols; the performance of the target
operators will not be degraded since they do not necessarily need to verbalise, and the
amount of verbalised information will be larger since the operators can go on with their
more or less automated control tasks, often on a skill- or rule-based level, leaving the ver-
bal report to a close colleague who is not busy with the control actions. The conspective
protocol comes at a prize though ! the colleagues who make the verbalisation have not
been part of the activities, and as a consequence, cannot be assumed to have any informa-
tion from a specific target situation. However, if we are interested in analysing and under-
standing domain-specific knowledge structures that have been developed over a long
period of time, and have been used on a regular basis as responses to the demands that the
specific environmental constraints impose on the operators in these situations, it may be
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interesting to compare the cognitive strategies within a crew or team where all members
are highly familiar with the same tasks. Switching from target operators verbalising con-
currently to colleagues verbalising conspectively means also switching from information
held in working memory to information recalled from long-term memory.

6. Conclusions

An ecological approach for knowledge elicitation is introduced. More specifically, a
model for verbalisation by colleagues is presented as the rational for the CV method. It is
based on the idea that in situations where domain knowledge is shared between col-
leagues one might find that they also share cognitive strategies that they can verbalise.
Independent observers (colleagues) comment in the form of conspective verbal reports on
the behaviour of a target operator. It solves some of the challenges associated with estab-
lished verbalisation protocols like concurrent and retrospective verbalisation. The method
is however sensitive to how close to the practitioner’s experience the narrator is. Results
from three previously published field studies on train drivers, high-speed ferry operators,
and train dispatchers illustrate the development of the method and the new protocol, pro-
vide empirical support for this approach, and the practical value is discussed. Data gener-
ated by the CV method can, for example, be useful for practical purposes since
correlations between colleagues’ statements can be developed into team learning and dis-
covery of differences between team-members understanding of situations and contexts. It
makes the method particularly interesting for research in human!computer interaction,
human factors, and cognitive engineering. The most controversial issue, and at the same
time the unique contribution, is the fact that it is not the practitioners themselves that pro-
vide the verbalisations. The narrator is left with doing some form of interpretation of the
practitioner’s actions based on their knowledge and experience. CV is discussed in the
light of key principles for evaluation of verbal reports, and it is concluded that conspec-
tive protocols are separate from existing verbalisation methods but that it is intended to
be used in conjunction with these, not in isolation. The major implication is the contribu-
tion of an independent source of data to be used in applied research.
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Eliciting strategies in a revolutionary domain:
Exploring the hypothesis of context-free strategy categories
Ida Bodin, Anton Axelsson, and Anders Jansson
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The current paper describes a strategy analysis conducted for future long haul trucks within the
project Methods for Designing Future Autonomous Systems (MODAS). The MODAS project
deals with a future, not yet developed system which is going to transform the work tasks and
thus also the very role of the driver. In the work with the study of the present paper, the authors
elaborated on a formative strategies analysis approach by having workshops with operators.
The workshops were centred on scenarios familiar to the operators and which are believed to
be common also in the future together with a description of the automated technology which
will be available to the operators in the future. The presented procedure extends the use of the
formative strategies analysis approach to also reveal implications for moving from analysis to
design.

Keywords: cognitive work analysis, strategies analysis, automation, revolutionary systems
design, long haul trucks

During system development it is di�cult to predict how
a system will be used, but it is necessary to focus on usabil-
ity aspects early in the development process to lower devel-
opment costs and prevent accidents. When technology ad-
vances at a rapid pace, system developers are faced with large
di↵erences between previous and potential versions of a sys-
tem which further complicates development. One example is
new revolutionary technical solutions for automatic control
of vehicles which changes the very task of the driver. The
authors of the present paper were involved in the Methods
for Designing Future Autonomous Systems (MODAS; Kru-
penia, et al., 2014) project where one aim was to develop a
human-machine interface (HMI) concept for a future long-
haul vehicle with high levels of automation. Thus, automa-
tion was an a priori design attribute which revolutionises the
work domain.

A first step to support the design in this circumstance
can be to gain an understanding of the current work domain
where higher level functions might be constant over time.
But to know how to design the system in a way which do
not limit users and still allow context dependent implemen-
tation of a number of strategies, an understanding of future
strategies is crucial. One way to handle the unknown fac-
tors about the future system is to use pre-defined categories
of strategies, as in the formative strategies analysis approach

Correspondence should be addressed to: Ida Bodin, Division
of Visual Information & Interaction, Department of Information
Technology, PO-BOX 337, 751 05 Uppsala, Sweden. E-mail:
ida.bodin@it.uu.se. Telephone: +46 701679399.

proposed by Hassall and Sanderson (2014). The aim of the
study in the present article is twofold: (1) to support the de-
sign process of a system in a revolutionary domain (i.e., a
highly automated long haul truck) by conducting a forma-
tive strategies analysis; and (2) to explore how useful the ap-
proach by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) is for this purpose.

Analysis of systems in revolutionary domains

Di�culties of developing future systems are well known
and this dilemma has been termed the envisioned world prob-
lem (Dekker & Woods, 1999). Di�culties usually arise be-
cause the work domain is new territory or because use of
a new technology makes it di�cult to predict the impact
a future system might have on the work domain. A fu-
ture system can either be developed from an existing sys-
tem (evolutionary system) or from a clean slate (revolution-
ary system). In development of revolutionary systems in ex-
isting domains, methods from the Cognitive Work Analy-
sis framework (CWA; Rasmussen, Mark Pejtersen, & Good-
stein, 1994; Vicente, 1999) are very useful in describing the
structure of a work domain, constraints from system pur-
poses and its functions, the nature of tasks, strategies, and
workers roles. A formative use of the CWA framework is
fruitful when a new system is built from scratch (Vicente,
1999). The CWA framework can, according to Vicente, also
be used in a descriptive manner in evolutionary design. How-
ever, when entering unknown territory with regard to new or
drastically changing domains, CWA has its limitations since
there are often no relevant work environments to model. The
limits of current methodologies in relation to the develop-
ment of future systems have been noted with regards to per-
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formance measures (Crone, Sanderson, & Naikar, 2003),
activities (Naikar & Pearce, 2003), requirements (Nehme,
Scott, Cummings, & Furusho, 2006), and also in relation to
revolutionary as well as intentional domains (Cummings &
Guerlain, 2003).

Today, the long-haul vehicle industry is getting ever more
ready to introduce fully automated trucks to our roads, that is,
the technology is there to be utilised. The overall tasks of the
human-machine system will not alter per se, but introduction
of automation leads to dramatic shifts in task responsibili-
ties which significantly transforms the tasks performed by
human operators (Sarter, Woods, & Billings, 1997). There-
fore, when technology drives the demand for new systems,
there is a need to work against the idea that a clean substitu-
tion of humans with technology is feasible (substitution fal-
lacy; ibid.). The idea can be counteracted by staying one
step ahead and trying to anticipate transformations of the do-
main with regard to roles, tasks, and goals (Woods & Dekker,
2000). Furthermore, with new technology, novel strategies
will emerge as operators gain experience with the system
(Naikar & Pearce, 2003). With an understanding of the range
of strategies that an operator could use, the system designers
can build systems that support accepted user strategies in or-
der to give some degrees of freedom for operators to grow
into their work role.

Eliciting strategies in domains in the midst of a technolog-
ical revolution is di�cult because of the unknown cognitive
strategies that will emerge from the new technology. To ful-
fil an ecological focus, the work domain must be stable to
enable identification of strategies since these are context de-
pendant. In working with radically di↵erent future systems,
a stable domain does not exist. For the purpose of our strate-
gies analysis of a future in-vehicle HMI, Hassall and Sander-
son’s (2014) formative approach thus seemed appropriate to
adopt.

The Formative approach to Strategies Analysis by Has-
sall and Sanderson

The approach by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) contains
eight strategy categories which are based on generic cogni-
tive response strategies which, according to the authors, can
be utilised in any domain. The approach is divided into two
phases, the preparatory phase and the application phase.

The preparatory phase suggests researchers to identify cat-
egories of strategies through literature studies. Alternatively,
researchers can use the eight categories of strategies identi-
fied through Hassall and Sanderson’s (2014) own literature
study based on research related to human cognition. The cat-
egories of strategies are part of a full factorial cube of three
factors which exemplify when the categories of strategies are
most likely to occur: (1) time pressure, (2) risk, and (3) task
di�culty, which can all either be high or low. The eight cat-
egories are presented in Table 1.

The second phase (application phase) is divided into four
steps:

1. Identification of activity of interest
2. Operationalization of strategy-selection criteria
3. Identification of likely categories of strategies
4. Identification of factors promoting strategy selection

and change
The first step involves identifying the activities to include

in the analysis, which can be a task or part of a task. The sec-
ond step is identifying factors influencing likely strategies
and when they occur. The time pressure, di�culties, and
risk levels associated with the situations, tasks, and operators
should be considered for the activities during analysis. In
the third and fourth step the categories of strategies that are
likely to occur are identified, and also the situations or factors
prompting those strategies together with which categories of
strategies that are preferred and accepted are identified.

The MODAS Project

The authors of the present paper were involved in the
MODAS project with the ambition to be ‘one step ahead’
and investigate how the driver interaction in a highly auto-
mated truck should be designed before the technical solu-
tions are already here. The MODAS project aimed to (1)
create a method for future systems design, and (2) to apply
the method to develop an in-vehicle HMI for a highly au-
tomated long-haul vehicle (Krupenia, et al., 2014). The as-
sumptions taken within the project was that the future truck
would be equipped with an automated vehicle control to help
the driver handle a more complex tra�c environment, with
higher tra�c density, higher speed limits, platoons (commu-
nicating trucks driving close together to e.g. decrease fuel
consumption), and lanes that changes depending on time and
day. The driver is still meant to sit in the driver seat and
should be supported by the truck’s interface in understand-
ing what actions are to be implemented by the truck, as well
as, for example, get information needed for route planning.
These assumptions imply that future drivers are assumed to
monitor the automated functions and control the vehicle on a
strategic level instead of focusing on operational and tactical
control (Krupenia, et al., 2014).

Using methods of CWA, the work domain for today’s
trucks was modelled in the beginning of the MODAS project
(Bodin, 2013). When focusing on a future truck concept,
there are no changes in the fact that cargo will be delivered.
However, the changes in the system components and their
functions as more automation is introduced, alters the strate-
gies available in the implied sub-tasks to achieve this overall
goal. Therefore there was a need within the project to inves-
tigate possible driver strategies and how to support them in
the design of a future driver advisory system. The current
paper describes the strategies analysis study which is based
on the work domain analysis, identification of situations, and
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Table 1
Strategy categories identified by Hassall and Sanderson (2014)

Strategy Category Description Circumstances Provoking Strategy
Time Pressure Risk Di�culty

Intuitive Routine tasks, executed automatically Low Low Low
Analytical reasoning Used to carry out the task, based on fundamental principles of

the work system, mental simulation of possible outcomes or
another type of reasoning process

Low Low High

Compliance Follow rules and procedures, read and follow a written proce-
dure

Low High Low

Option-based One option for action is selected (either by reasoning, evalua-
tion or “rules-of-thumb”) from alternatives that matches some
criteria

High Low Low

Imitation Approach to task copied from another worker or similar situa-
tion

High High Low

Avoidance Delaying or not performing the task High Low High
Cue-based Include and exclude possible actions by taking relevant evi-

dence from the environment into account
Low High High

Arbitrary-choice Tasks that are uncommon and random (scrambled, ad hoc) and
without considerations of options. (Pressing a button to cancel
an alarm)

High High High

interface concepts developed in the MODAS project.

Method

The categories of strategies identified and described by
Hassall and Sanderson (2014) in their preparatory phase
were used in the current study. The categories were exem-
plified with an initial set of suggested strategies. The reason
for the initial strategy elicitation already in the preparatory
phase, and without any drivers, was to be able to bring the
message across to the truck drivers of the first workshop as
to what we wanted to accomplish.

The application phase of the Strategies Analysis in the
present study was carried out during four separate workshop
events with a total of 15 long-haul truck drivers (3 female).
The average age of the participants was 44 years (range:
23–59) and they had been driving trucks on an average of
20 years (range: 3–38). During the first workshop, a set
of initial strategies were presented to four truck drivers in a
precursory workshop for evaluation and further elicitation of
strategies. In the two subsequent workshops – with four and
three participating truck drivers respectively – the aim was to
first discuss if the possible strategies would be acceptable and
preferred and then bring the di↵erent strategies alive through
presentation in interface ideas. In the last workshop session
– in which four truck drivers participated – the design ideas
of the previous two groups were presented. Participants were
asked to evaluate the ideas of their colleagues and also asked

Figure 1. Driver strategies were identified from a set of initial
strategies for the tasks included in the study during the initial work-
shop. This followed by three workshops about possible and accept-
able strategies, strategy prompts and design ideas for supporting
the strategies. The expressed current strategies and the input to
design were also translated into future strategies during analysis.

to elaborate on them (Figure 1).

Step 1: Identification of activity of interest

In this first step, we identified the activities of interest
and chose meaningful scenarios by combining the knowl-
edge from the earlier work within the MODAS project. To
identify the activities of interest in the current study a list
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from Bodin (2013) of activities conducted by long haul truck
drivers was used. An activity was defined as a work function
occurring in a specific situation. The list included activities
with work functions with many connections to higher level
purposes of the abstraction hierarchy developed to describe
the work domain, and with situations where the work func-
tions were frequent. These situations were highway driv-
ing, country road driving, driving in hills, driving on slip-
pery roads, driving in bad visibility, and start and end of a
driving shift. The work functions chosen were: Cargo Trans-
port, Short-Term Plan-Ability, Transparency of Driving In-
tent, Relocation, Vehicle Control (Obstacle Avoidance and
Accuracy, i.e., getting to the right place), Visual Observa-
tion, and Logistics (Bodin, 2013). This list was adapted to
the expected need of driver interaction in the future by re-
moving Relocation and adding Fuel E�cient Driving. The
activities Short-Term Plan-Ability, Transparency of Driving
Intent, and Visual Observation were grouped together with
Vehicle Control. Therefore the following functions were in-
cluded in the present study:
• Vehicle Control
• Logistics
• Cargo Transport
• Fuel E�cient Driving
In the current study sub-situations or events identified as

demanding by drivers were also used to bring out focus on a
range of possible events, while still keeping a concrete level
when discussing with drivers. The events identified as de-
manding by drivers were:
• Approaching tra�c congestion on highway (as a threat

to expected arrival time)
• Changing lanes (merging) due to road work on highway
• Passing an oncoming truck on a country road
• Following another truck during poor visibility
• Passing pedestrians during poor visibility
• Driving down a steep hill
• Driving downhill on a slippery road
A di�culty while defining the activities of interest was

that the driver tasks today and in the future may not be the
same. All tasks might not be performed directly by the
drivers since the future truck is assumed to have a high level
of automation. However, the driver’s task is to make sure
that these tasks are performed by the system as a whole. The
activities of interest were reformulated to suit future tasks
based on the expectation of the driver role to move from op-
erational and tactical control to more holistic, strategic con-
trol. The activities included in the strategies analysis were
expressed as following:
• Vehicle Control — Make sure that the truck detects ev-

erything that is important for vehicle control in the close sur-
roundings and monitor that the truck drives e�ciently. This
includes observation of vehicle behaviour and monitoring of
truck foresight.

• Logistics — This includes planning delivery stops and
pick-ups, when and where to rest, as well as where to service
the truck.
• Cargo — Transport cargo in a safe way, as well as mon-

itoring the cargo.
• Fuel E�cient Driving — Make sure the truck is driven

fuel e�ciently (e.g., roll when possible).
These activities were then contextualised in the seven de-

manding situations presented above.

Step 2: Operationalisation of strategy-selection criteria

The second step involved evaluation of time pressure, dif-
ficulties, and risk levels associated with the task under anal-
ysis since this will a↵ect which strategy is more likely to be
chosen. Because of the uncertainties of the future demands
no emphasis was put on which category of strategies that
most likely would occur as suggested by Hassall and Sander-
son (2014). Therefore, and because we want to support the
design of a flexible system, all categories of strategies de-
fined by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) were used.

Step 3& 4: Identification of likely categories of strategies
and factors promoting strategy selection and change

An implication of working with a future system is that
there is no system to evaluate and no actual users to con-
sult. In the beginning of the first workshop, the assump-
tions about the future tra�c environment made within the
MODAS project, and the broad concept of the future truck,
were explained to the participants. To make it easier for the
participants to talk about how to conduct tasks in a truck with
a very high level of automation, a system they had never seen,
they were asked to describe all di↵erent ways to conduct the
tasks today, and then how they could be carried out in the fu-
ture truck and what would prompt them. The thoughts about
the future were in form of design suggestions or technical
solutions for the future system.

The following three workshops started with a discussion
whether the possible strategies would be acceptable, and con-
tinue with design ideas for support of the acceptable strate-
gies. But the drivers in these workshops also provided in-
formation about strategies that could be used to perform the
di↵erent tasks. Both the expressed current strategies (mostly
from the first workshop) and the design suggestions were cat-
egorized into the pre-defined categories of strategies and de-
scribed as future strategies during analysis.

From analysis to design – to design a system that supports
the strategies

In the current study there was a need to find a way to move
from the analysis of driver strategies to support the develop-
ment of the future truck concept. The goal with the work-
shops was to get information about how to design the inter-
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face, where information should be placed, how the informa-
tion should be presented, and more exactly what information
to present. It was important to get knowledge about how to
support the acceptable strategies elicited. The approach used
was similar to the approach by Olsson and Jansson (2005),
where drivers worked on an interface throughout the work-
shop sessions. Their domain knowledge were used to find
useful design metaphors and what information to display.

In the current study the last three of the four work-
shops were focused on how the strategies could be supported
through the interface. The strategies that were conceived in
the first workshop were presented during the second and third
workshop. During the fourth and last workshop the ideas
from the previous workshops were evaluated and elaborated
upon. When the participants were given pre-defined possible
strategies they were encourage to suggest a design that sup-
port all di↵erent acceptable strategies, not only the one that is
closest to how they work today or the first thing they thought
of.

Seven scenario images were projected on a whiteboard
during the last three workshops, illustrating the di�cult situ-
ations, and were discussed in light of the four di↵erent tasks.
The whiteboard had a drawing of a windshield, a tablet PC,
and an instrument cluster. It was explained to the partici-
pants that the windshield would consist of a heads-up display
(HUD) and that information could be presented both in the
HUD, on the tablet, and in the instrument cluster. The partici-
pants were also presented with a bird’s eye view and topogra-
phy view, which are concepts developed within the MODAS
project that shows tra�c around the truck from above and a
cargo delivery time line on the HUD.

Participants were asked to be creative and think of ideas
on how information could be displayed that would support
the strategies; this was drawn onto the whiteboard whilst
switching between the seven situations that were projected
on the whiteboard to be able to consider more necessary de-
tails. An example is depicted in Figure 2.

Results and Analysis

Identified likely categories of strategies and strategy se-
lection factors

The most strategies were found for Vehicle Control and
Logistics, and also large di↵erences were seen within the
analysis of those tasks, and therefore the results for those
tasks are presented.

Some of the strategies used in today’s trucks could be
translated to strategies that could be used in the future and
the design suggestions gave a hint of how the drivers thought
they could solve the task in the future system which also
could be translated to the strategies they would use. For ex-
ample, for the task Logistics an avoidance strategy today was
to ask a colleague about what route to take. The strategy of

asking a colleague could be carried out while driving a fu-
ture truck as well. Because it is a relatively common strat-
egy today, a communication tool supporting this could be
developed and was suggested by the workshop participants.
Another example is to use a map to plan the route, which is
an analytical strategy today for the same task. When this is
translated to a strategy in the future system it is generalised
to ‘analytical reasoning to figure out the route planning’, be-
cause other tools than a map could be used in the future sys-
tem. The participants also mentioned information about pla-
toons possible to join or information about tra�c accidents
as needed information which would be useful if the driver is
planning the route analytically.

For the Vehicle Control task, the strategies that could be
used today were found to be di↵erent from those of the fu-
ture system. Therefore, these strategies came mostly from
suggestions for what is needed in the future as information
about what is further ahead that is supporting a strategy to use
environmental cues, or information about what the system is
detecting which support the cue-based strategy to compare
the environment with what the system detects.

The identified strategies that currently can be used and the
strategies that could be used in a future MODAS system for
the tasks Vehicle Control and Logistics are displayed in Table
2 and Table 3. The tables also include the strategy prompts
and what category the strategies belongs to.

Design Suggestions for Support of the Accepted Strate-
gies

The Vehicle Control Task. Cue based strategies for Ve-
hicle Control, where environmental cues are used, can be
supported by information about what comes further ahead,
for example after the next turn, presented on a bird’s eye view
on the HUD. Another suggestion to support the cue based
strategies is to show a video of what is in front of the first
truck in the platoon, on the HUD, looking as if it is projected
on the truck in front.

Furthermore, a cue-based strategy to compare what is ob-
served in the environment with what is detected according to
the interface, to know that the automated systems are func-
tioning, can be supported by an interface that indicates im-
portant parts of what is detected (e.g. slow moving tra�c,
people or animals next to the road). It can either be informa-
tion augmented at the HUD or as icons in a bird’s eye view
or the time and topography bar. This strategy could also be
supported by information about where the truck will drive
either as augmented wheel tracks or as arrows in the bird’s
eye view. Another suggestion is to use dotted and solid lines
to show planned and implemented lane changes.

Information how the truck will handle upcoming situa-
tions on a tactic level (a little further ahead) could be shown
in the bird’s eye view and information about the planned
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Table 2
Strategies elicited from Strategies Analysis for Vehicle Control task of both present and future vehicle systems

Strategy Category Elicited Strategy Present Future Strategy prompt

Avoidance Use cruise control and Eco Roll • Highway driving
Avoidance No supervision • Trust (over trust?)
Avoidance Let passenger supervise • Tired driver
Intuitive Emergency breaking/steering • Obstacles close in front
Intuitive Vehicle placement in lane • Driving
Intuitive Intuitively take over control • Emergency, Automation failure
Option-based Either release the acceleration, hit the

brakes, or swerve
• Obstacles close in front

Option-based Drive safe, e�cient, or fast • Time pressure, visible police cars etc.
Option-based Choose between alternatives of drive

safe, e�cient, fast or in a cargo spe-
cific mode

• Policy, status, time pressure, cargo
(hanging, liquid, livestock, or fixed)

Cue-based Speed limit signs, GPS • • Information input
Cue-based Reads cues from tra�c far in front • • Visible tra�c
Cue-based Turning left/right, changing lane • Curves, needed lane changes
Cue-based See where other vehicles will drive

depending on how they behave (to
know if the truck behaviour is su�-
cient)

• • E.g. when changing lanes in high traf-
fic

Cue-based The driver uses cues in the environ-
ment to drive and turn

• Narrow place

Cue-based Use environmental cues to know what
happens further ahead

• • Obstacles

Cue-based Compare environment with what the
system detects

• Driving, Wants to know that the auto-
mated systems are functioning

Cue-based Use information from truck to know
what the truck will do next

• Lane change, Overtaking other vehi-
cles

Compliance Keep within speed limits • When driving
Compliance The driver is following some rules of

thumbs to drive and turn
• Narrow place

Compliance Using knowledge about how the
trailer acts when turning to drive and
turn

• Narrow place

Compliance Make sure the truck drive within
speed limit

• When driving

Temporary speed limits
Compliance Take over control • Tra�c rules (local or terrain specific)

against automation
Automation failure
Sensor failure

Analytical Deciding to take over control or not
by reasoning whether the truck can
handle an upcoming situation

• Novel situations
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Figure 2. Picture taken of the whiteboard during one of the workshops with drivers. It is showing augmented wheel tracks on the HUD
showing where the truck will drive, a detected person next to the road and a meeting truck.

route (strategic level), accidents and tra�c jams could be dis-
played in the topography bar.

The Logistics Task. That a driver asks a colleague for
directions or follows a colleague, are strategies belonging
to the category for avoidance strategies but are seen as ac-
ceptable and should therefore be supported. The mentioned
strategies could be used when the route is unfamiliar to the
driver, maybe because of a tra�c jam or other unforeseen
incidents, or that the drivers want to drive together.

The strategy to ask a colleague could be supported by in-
formation about colleagues that have driven the route earlier
presented on the tablet and a function to directly call up the
colleague, if currently at work. The strategy to follow a col-
league could be supported by a function to achieve or send
your planned (or saved) routes to other drivers. In this way
the driver following can have the same route as the driver in
front. If the trucks have di↵erent specifications, for exam-
ple di↵erent height, they might not be able to drive the same
route due to a crossing flyover and then a warning should
be displayed. Another idea is to show the city the truck in
front is heading to on the HUD to make it easier to follow
a truck that is driving in the same direction. To use a route
which a colleague or the driver used before is another similar
imitation strategy which can also be supported by a function
to store routes which could be shared with other drivers.

The driver could have criteria for route planning that has
not been foreseen and included in the route suggestions pro-
vided by the technical system. In order for the driver to bet-
ter handle these situations analytical (manual) planning of
the route need to be supported. Analytical planning could be
supported by providing the information the technical system

base the route suggestions on directly to the driver.
The only strategy placed in the arbitrary choice category is

to take the nearest possible highway exits without knowing
the new route. It can be seen as an inappropriate strategy,
but it was a strategy drivers described as necessary when a
fast decision meant avoiding being stuck in a tra�c jam. But
leaving the highway can also lead to a long detour or an ob-
stacle you cannot pass, for example a low bridge. The driver
can therefore, in such a situation, be supported by informa-
tion on the HUD about the shortest alternative route, which
quickly gives the driver an indication whether the exit is a
reasonable decision or not.

Di↵erences between today and the future for Vehicle
Control and Logistics

Many strategies for Logistics that could be used in the fu-
ture system are overlapping with the strategies that can be
used today, which can be seen in Table 3. When looking at
Vehicle Control and Table 2 instead, many of the strategies
are new and cannot be used in the present system.

Manual Vehicle Control will probably also be possible in
the future, and in that way all the current strategies could
also be used in the future system. The analysis of the future
system was focused on the new task of monitoring the Vehi-
cle Control rather than actually controlling the vehicle, and
when the driver task changes the strategies also changes. The
same division was not made for Logistics where the task was
described more similar to the task today, and the driver role
was assumed to be including Logistics to a higher degree,
even though automated systems could be used.

Also note that the strategies described are the ones per-
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Table 3
Strategies elicited from Strategies Analysis for Logistics task of both present and future vehicle systems

Strategy Category Elicited Strategy Present Future Strategy prompt

Avoidance Ask a colleague • • Unfamiliar route, Tra�c jam or other
obstacles ahead

Avoidance Follow a colleague • • Shared destination, Unfamiliar route
Avoidance Stop and wait/stay with same route

even if it is a delay
• • Delay, no time pressure or no option

Arbitrary-choice Take the nearest possible halting
place/highway exit

• • When you fall behind the schedule,
Missing another plan, Short time e.g.
tra�c jam in front on the highway,
and the last exit before the jam is
close

Imitation Use colleague’s route • • Unfamiliar routes
Imitation Use the same route as before • • Experience of the route
Option-based Choose from suggestions of halting

places or gas stations along a route
• • Route planning, Unfamiliar area, De-

lay, Fuel level low
Option-based Choose from alternative routes pre-

sented by system (fulfilling di↵erent
criteria)

• • Route planning, Unfamiliar area, De-
lay, New delivery stop, Faulty weight
values on waybill

Cue-based Use tra�c information from the radio
to decide what route to take

• When planning route

Cue-based Read tra�c signs to decide what route
to take

• When driving

Cue-based Use tra�c information and e.g. pla-
toons that are possible to join to de-
cide what route to take

• When possible platoon

Compliance Follow GPS instructions • When driving
Compliance Enter truck specifications into the

GPS system to ensure a su�cient
route is chosen (without bridges or
tunnels the truck cannot pass)

• Company policy

Analytical Plan the route analytically with map,
GPS or road information

• • GPS not updated, Interested driver,
wants to plan the route manually

formed by the driver, which means that some strategies are
missing in the column for the future vehicle because the tech-
nology is expected to handle this task. An example of this
is the avoidance strategy in the current system to use the
function eco-roll which automatically controls the speed to
achieve lower energy consumption. In the future when the
task is to monitor the vehicle control, this is no longer a pos-
sible avoidance strategy.

Discussion

As mentioned by Vicente (1999), flexibility is needed in
an open system and can be achieved by letting the worker
adapt the task procedure to the current situation, rather than

enforcing one ‘correct’ way to perform a task through system
design. To give the workers the flexibility needed to control
an open system was the rational for identifying many accept-
able strategies to be supported with system design in the cur-
rent study. The categories of strategies and the approach sug-
gested by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) were useful because
it facilitated a focus on possible strategies instead of focusing
on (the best) strategies used today. It was a way to ask the
drivers for a variety of possible strategies, and by considering
all categories more strategies seemed to be found.

By adopting the context-independent approach with pre-
defined categories suggested by Hassall and Sanderson
(2014), it was possible to avoid a too heavy focus on the
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work domain of today. A limited focus on today’s domain
was necessary to support the development of the future HMI,
which is assumed to change heavily and be very di↵erent
from the system today.

The categories of strategies suggested by Hassall and
Sanderson

The categories of strategies by Hassall and Sanderson are
very generic, which means that they are not developed for
a specific work domain but for many possible actions. The
method di↵ers heavily in this sense from the ecological fo-
cus encouraged by Vicente (1999). As mentioned earlier, the
context-free approach seems to be an advantage when work-
ing with revolutionary domains. But what needs to be noted
here is that the focus is on the strategies for the tasks imple-
mented by the driver in the future system. By studying the af-
fordances and constraints put on the work from the assumed
future tra�c situation and physical world it might be possi-
ble to instead describe the strategies the future system (truck
and driver) as a whole can use. We did not investigate how
useful the approach by Hassall and Sanderson is when sys-
tem strategies are of interest. The aim with the current study
was to identify many possible future strategies that the driver
could implement to enable us to better understand informa-
tion and design requirements. Because of this, the method by
Hassall and Sanderson (2014) was used as is without chang-
ing or excluding any of the suggested categories.

During the data collection and analysis within the cur-
rent study, conducted for the truck domain, it was noted that
some of the categories of strategies were used to a larger ex-
tent. Some other categories of strategies were not seen to be
applicable to the tasks conducted by truck drivers (see Ta-
ble 2 and 3). For example, no strategy in the current study
was described as an intuition strategy. Some of the strate-
gies described could be placed in that category, but when
other categories were a better fit the intuition strategy cate-
gory was seen as superfluous. This implies that the proposed
categories of strategies by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) are
overlapping, which is further exemplified by the fact that, for
example, all strategies elicited could also be placed in the
‘imitation’ category, if learned by copying another driver or
if used before. That the categories are overlapping seem to
come from that the categories are describing how to discover
strategies, and therefore one specific strategy could belong
to di↵erent categories; it can be identified in di↵erent ways.
Furthermore, a strategy from the category for option-based
strategies needs to be complemented with another strategy
for the selection of one of the options. The category for
option-based strategies was within the current study used for
strategies including a selection of an action or plan suggested
by a technical system. It is then necessary to further consider
what strategy to use to select one alternative, and how the
selecting strategy can be supported.

Limitations

The main limitation with the method by Hassall and
Sanderson (2014), and our adaptation of their approach, is
the di�culty to validate the results. Today we cannot deter-
mine how the analysis will influence the design and final sys-
tem, or the success of the system because it is long until the
future system will be built and can be used in real situations.

The approach by Hassall and Sanderson also included a
cube containing di↵erent factors which determined when a
strategy from the di↵erent categories was more likely to be
used. The factors are (1) time pressure, (2) risk, and (3) task
di�culty, which can be either low or high. The cube was of
limited use in the current study for two reasons. First, the
current study aimed at identifying many possible strategies
to support interface and system design with the aim to give
the driver flexibility when coping with di↵erent situations by
letting the driver chose how to conduct the task when in the
situation. Second, it was hard to determine the levels for
the cubes three factors when working with a revolutionary
system, especially because the levels are context dependent.

Something else to note is that we did not identify any
strategies that should be avoided and thus be made impos-
sible to perform in the new system design. An explanation of
why no strategies that should be rejected were found is that
the study was focused on identifying how future driver tasks
can be performed, and how technology can support the driver
in preforming the tasks with di↵erent strategies. In the truck
domain it was di�cult to imagine obvious bad strategies, and
if proposed they would probably immediately be rejected. It
could be because the actions implemented often gives a di-
rect visible impact in the environment (e.g. steering), and
therefore bad strategies often seem very obvious, as opposed
to other domains with more indirect feedback such as process
control.

It is also di�cult to say that a strategy never would be use-
ful or optimal for a particular situation. One example is the
strategy in the Arbitrary Choice category of taking the near-
est possible highway exit without knowing if it is appropri-
ate. The drivers discussed that information could support the
driver to not end up in the situation of being uninformed, they
further argued that the strategy will somebullet be needed
also in the future because of too short time to consider the
information (e.g., between the occurrence of a tra�c jam and
the last possible exit before it).

Conclusions

Strategies that would be acceptable to use in the new sys-
tem of the revolutionary domain under analysis were identi-
fied through workshops with today’s workers. The strategies
and design suggestions from the workers were presented to
the MODAS interface designer as an input to development of
the future truck concept. It is di�cult to evaluate the actual
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impact of the current study on the final design, and it is many
years until we will be able to see the concept as an end prod-
uct. The formative approach for strategies analysis proposed
by Hassall and Sanderson (2014) was useful in identifying
many possible strategies that could be used by the worker
to perform tasks in a future system. The approach could be
especially useful for development of work environments in
domains with large technological advances and the environ-
ment in which the system operates is drastically changing.
This because their method can be used even when the system
is not yet developed, and the study is based on early concepts
and assumptions about the future.
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